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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION & CHAPTER BOOKS

Also Available

Sam Wu Is Not Afraid of Ghosts
ISBN 9781454932550
$12.95  ($17.50 CAN)
Hardcover  •  5 × 7 2⁄5
Territory: US/Can

Katie and Kevin Tsang are Americans who met while studying at the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Some of Sam Wu’s experiences are based 
on Kevin’s childhood.  He works as a healthcare technology consultant. 
Katie writes YA as Katherine Webber. They currently live in London and the 
books in the Sam Wu series are their first together.

ISBN 9781454932567  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  224 pages 
(b/w illus. throughout)  •  5 × 7 2⁄5  •  Ages: 7 to 12  •  Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

 Sam Wu Is Not Afraid of Sharks
by Katie and Kevin Tsang, illustrated by Nathan Reed

A� er the ghosts . . . come the sharks!

Sam Wu is not afraid of sharks. Except . . . he is. Can Sam 
conquer his fear before he misses out on his friends’ 
beach party fun? 

On a class trip to the aquarium, certified ghost hunter 

Sam Wu encounters something even scarier than 

ghosts: a giant shark who TOTALLY tries to eat him. 

Sam has no intentions of taking any more chances 

with these people-eating creatures. But then his 

classmates plan a birthday bash . . . on the BEACH! 

Can Sam overcome his fear of becoming fish food 

before he misses out on the fun?

Key Selling Points
•  Addresses one of the issues facing its audience, 

7-to 12-year-olds, with humor and reassurance

•  Introduces a goofy, lovable, relatable 
chapter-book character

•  This continues the series following Sam Wu Is 
Not Afraid of Ghosts; the next title is Sam Wu 
Is Not Afraid of the Dark

Marketing & Publicity
•  Featured title at ABA Winter Institute, ALA Midwinter 

Conference, and at Select Librarian Book Buzz 
Preview events

• Trade and consumer advertising

• National print and online publicity campaign

• Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers

• Classroom discussion guide with activities

• Heavy promotion on all author social media channels

• Twitter: @kwebberwrites, @kevtsang
• Instagram: @kwebberwanders

•  Authors Skype sessions for classroom and 
bookstore events

COMING FALL 2019
SAM WU IS NOT AFRAID OF THE DARKSAM WU IS NOT AFRAID OF THE DARK



MIDDLE GRADE FICTION & CHAPTER BOOKS

ISBN 9781454932994  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  •  Paperback  •  272 pages
5 1⁄8 × 7 5⁄8  •  Ages: 8 to 12  •  Carton Qty: 39   •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

Dusti Bowling holds a Bachelor of Psychology and a Master of 
Education, but her true passion is writing. She is the author of the 
well-reviewed 24 Hours in Nowhere (Sterling); The Day We Met, her 
self-published YA novel, sold over 20,000 copies. She currently lives 
in Carefree, AZ, with her husband, three daughters, one bobcat, a 
pack of coyotes, a couple of chuckwallas, several rattlesnakes, and 
a few herds of javelina. 

Insignifi cant Events 
in the Life of a Cactus
by Dusti Bowling

The paperback edition of the bestselling and critically 
acclaimed middle grade novel about a spunky girl 
born without arms.

Aven Green was born without arms—so when her 

parents take a job running a dying western theme 

park in Arizona, she knows she’ll become the 

center of unwanted attention at her new school. 

But she bonds with Connor, a classmate with his 

own disability to conquer. Then they discover a 

room at the park that holds bigger secrets than 

Aven ever could have imagined. Can Aven face her 

fears, solve a mystery, and help her friend, too?

Key Selling Points
•  This book received three starred reviews, won the 

2017 Reading the West Book Award for Children’s 
Books, and was chosen for the Autumn 2017 Kids' 
Indie Next list and the 2018 Youth One Book, One 
Denver program, among other honors 

•  New in paper edition of our successful hardcover, 
which sold 28,000 copies in just eight months—a 
format that's perfect for summer reading groups

•  Addresses kids’ di� erences in a genuine way; 
lighthearted and touching at the same time

•  Includes discussion questions at the end of the 
book for readers, parents, and educators

4
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION & CHAPTER BOOKS

24 Hours in Nowhere

ISBN 9781454929246    
$14.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket

5 1⁄8 × 7 5⁄8  •  Territory: W

«“She is a perky, hilarious, and inspiring protagonist 
whose attitude and humor will linger even a� er the 
last page has turned. The tale of Stagecoach Pass 
is just as compelling as the story of Aven, and the 

setting, like the many colorful characters who people 
this novel, is so vivid and quirky that it’s practically 

cinematic. VERDICT Charming and memorable. 
An excellent choice for middle grade collections 

and classrooms.” 
—School Library Journal (Starred review)

«"Dusti Bowling’s story of a regular, hugely likable 
kid who deals with her unusual challenges with grace 

and humor is pitch-perfect.” 
—Shelf Awareness (Starred review)

«“A tale that is not about having di� erences, but 
accepting them in oneself and others." 

—Booklist (Starred review)

“Connor’s Tourette’s support-group meetings and 
Aven’s witty, increasingly honest discussions of 

the pros and cons of 'lack of armage' give the book 
excellent educational potential. . . . its portrayal 
of characters with rarely depicted disabilities is 

informative, funny, and supportive.” —Kirkus

“[A] sensitive and funny novel . . . an openhearted, 
empathic book. —Publishers Weekly

 “A remarkable, original story with true heart, a fresh 
voice, and an absolutely unforgettable hero. It’s a book 
sure to give any reader goosebumps, teary eyes, and 

out-loud laughs. It’s a book that doesn’t just open 
your eyes, it opens your heart.” 

—Dan Gemeinhart, author of The Honest Truth

PRAISE FOR THE HARDCOVER EDITION OF 
INSIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF A CACTUS

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM DUSTI BOWLING:

5

«“ A blend of taut suspense and laugh-out-loud humor . . . proves a winning 
combination . . . With playful elements reminiscent of Richard Peck, this slightly 
larger-than-life adventure o� ers plentiful surprises and a lovable antihero.” 
—Publishers Weekly (Starred review)

«“ This story features wonderfully funny, surprising characters with witty, realistic 
dialogue. . . . Reminiscent of Louis Sachar’s Holes with its quirky characters 
and unique desert setting, this is a middle-grade read that will easily transport 
readers somewhere special.” —School Library Journal (Starred review)

«“ In this funny, moving novel, four teens explore an abandoned gold mine in order 
to placate their town's resident bully, making discoveries about the past—and 
themselves—along the way.” —Shelf Awareness (Starred review)
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ISBN 9781454931096  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN) 
Paperback  •  96 pages (all in color)  •  5 1⁄4 × 7 5⁄8   
Ages: 5 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 80  •  Territory: W   
Sterling Children’s Books  •  August 2019

 Drew Pendous Travels to Ancient Egypt 
When the Cool School takes a field trip to the art museum, they 

notice something strange: the Sphinx is missing his nose! Drew 

Pendous uses his Mighty Pen Ultimate to sketch a time machine, 

and he and Ella travel back to ancient Egypt to investigate. It 

turns out Drew’s evil twin Ray Blank has rewritten history by 

erasing the nose! Can Drew and Ella stop Ray and set the time-

line straight?

Driver Studios is a youth and family entertainment company that creates original content 
for kids, including the Cool School series on YouTube. Cool School and Drew Pendous 
were created by writer/producer Rob Kurtz. Rob has written and/or produced over 100 
hours of prime-time television, including Boy Meets World and Grace Under Fire, as well 
as the Fox animated film Everyone’s Hero (2006). Rob previously served as the creative 
director for the Children’s Publishing Group, Worthwhile Books. At Driver Studios, Rob 
has overseen creative content for Nickelodeon, Mattel, American Girl, DreamWorks, and 
Fox Family Films. Rob Kurtz lives in the New York City area.

ISBN 9781454931072  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback  •  96 pages (all in color)  •  5 1⁄4 × 7 5⁄8
Ages: 5 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 80  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  August 2019

 Drew Pendous and the Camp Color War 
It’s Camp Cool School vs. Camp Cruel School in color war. 

Let the games begin! Even though Cruel School students 

love to cheat, it looks like Team Cool will rule the day . . . until 

Grace Cale arrives determined to suck all the colors out of 

the world. Can Drew use teamwork—and his drawing skills—to 

stop her evil plot?

MEET STUPENDOUS DREW PENDOUS 
AND HIS MIGHTY PEN ULTIMATE! 
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 It’s time for amazing adventures with everyone’s favorite superhero! The popular YouTube character and his friends 
are now in book form, with two fun new titles. Come along as they battle it out in camp games, face some mean 

pirates, time travel, and confront Drew’s most dangerous enemy.

Key Selling Points

•  The Cool School YouTube channel has more than
700,000 subscribers and more than 800 million 
total views

•  Each story is fun and exciting, but also explicitly 
states the larger message the characters learn 
so kids can recognize it

•  Engages readers with action-packed storytelling—
especially reluctant readers who may be ready for 
chapter books but find the comic-like panels, with 
their colorful design, more appealing 

• The perfect gateway to graphic novels and beyond

Marketing & Publicity

• Major national print and online publicity campaign

• Pre-order campaign

•  Social media campaign across all Cool School Channels:

• Website: coolschool.com

•  Cool School's YouTube Channel (868K subscribers):
 www.youtube.com/user/coolschool

• Facebook (80,496 followers): @coolschoolshow

• Instagram (5,807 followers): @coolschoolshow

• Twitter (502 followers): @coolschoolshow

•  Cross-promotion with the Cool School YouTube Channel 
(865,000+ subscribers)

• Digital advertising campaign on YouTube

•  Featured title and ARC giveaway at ABA Winter 
Institute, ALA Midwinter Conference, and at select 
Librarian Book Buzz Preview events and Book Expo

• Trade and consumer advertising

• Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers

•  Activity kit and discussion guide available for teachers, 
librarians, and booksellers

• Book trailer

• Launch event at YouTube studio in New York City

7
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ADVANCE READING COPY • NOT FOR SALE

JUNE
2019

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY 

• Featured title and ARC giveaway at ABA Winter Institute, 
ALA Midwinter Conference, and at select Librarian Book 
Buzz Preview events

• Trade and consumer advertising
• Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers
• National print and online publicity campaign

BARB ULLMAN is the author of The Fairies of Nutfolk Wood and Whistle 
Bright Magic, a Nutfolk Tale (both HarperCollins). She lives in Western Wash-
ington State.

June 2019
Juvenile  / Middle Grade Fiction
$16.95 ($22.95 Canada)
Hardcover with Jacket
5 1/8” x 7 5/8”; 224 pages
ISBN 9781454931065

For publicity inquiries, contact Lauren Tambini  
at (646) 688-2464 or ltambini@sterlingpublishing.com.

DISCLAIMER
Reviewers are reminded that changes may be made in 
this uncorrected proof before books are printed. If any 
material from the book is to be quoted in a review, the 
quotation should be checked against the final bound 
book. Dates, prices, and manufacturing details are 
subject to change or cancellation without notice. Ga
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To order book, scan here:

A little-known tale of  
REGULAR KIDS and HOLOGRAPHIC ALIENS  

facing an INTERDIMENSIONAL CATASTROPHE

b. b. UlLMAN

BAD ORDERBAD ORDERBAD ORDER
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A WRINKLE IN TIME meets STRANGER THINGS in an out-
of-this-world fast-paced middle grade story about a 
sister and her special little brother fighting to 
save the world from an interdimensional catastrophe.

MARY DAY’S LIFE HAS ALWAYS BEEN DIFFERENT, because her little 
brother, Albie, is different. He doesn’t speak, but he can communicate 
with Mary via mental telepathy, sending her—and her alone—“mind 
memos.” To Albie, Mary is Pearl, the person he holds most precious. 
Then, one snowy day, Albie transmits an alarming two-word message: 
BAD ORDER. Soon after, Mary and her best friend, Brit, discover a 
mysterious red mist in the woods that seems to draw them in . . . and turn 
all their feelings negative. A visit from three extraterrestrials (hilariously 
trying to pass as human) reveals the truth: there’s a disastrous leak in the 
dimensional universe—and if Albie can’t repair it, angry, evil thoughts 
will overtake the entire population. Can Mary, Brit, Brit’s brother Lars, 
and Albie save the world? And will Mary finally realize that she, like Albie, 
has something special inside herself?

ISBN 9781454931065  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket
224 pages  •  5 1⁄8 × 7 5⁄8  •  Ages: 8 to 12  •  Carton Qty: 48  •  Territory: W   
Sterling Children’s Books  •  June 2019

B.B. Ullman  is the author of The Fairies of Nutfolk Wood and Whistle 
Bright Magic, a Nutfolk Tale (both HarperCollins). She lives in Western 
Washington State.

 Bad Order
by B.B. Ullman

A Wrinkle in Time meets Stranger Things in this 
suspenseful middle grade story. 

Mary Day’s little brother, Albie, is di� erent: he doesn’t 

speak, but communicates with Mary telepathically. 

One day, Albie sends an alarming message: Bad 

order. A visit from three extraterrestrials reveals the 

truth: a disastrous leak in the dimensional universe 

will turn everyone’s thoughts negative. Can Mary and 

her friends help Albie repair it . . . and save the world?

Key Selling Points
•  A sci-fi middle grade novel with a unique and fun 

set of world rules

•  Threads a message about being positive and kind to 
one another through a twisting, exciting plot

•  Features a strong female protagonist and illustrates 
her special relationship with her little brother 

•  A movie version of A Wrinkle in Time came out in 2018 
and renewed interest in this type of sci-fi fantasy

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

•  Featured title and ARC giveaway at New York 
ComicCon, ABA Winter Institute, ALA Midwinter 
Conference, and at select Librarian Book Buzz 
Preview events

• Trade and consumer advertising

• Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers
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ISBN 9781454929222  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN)   
Paperback  •  96 pages (b/w illus. throughout)   
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4  •  Ages: 9 to 12
Carton Qty: 123  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  July 2019

 Planet of the Penguins 
(Alien Math Book 2)
by David LaRochelle, illustrated by Mike Gorman

Lamar and Lexie head o�  on another math-related adventure to help their friend 
Fooz! Fooz’s planet has been overrun with penguins—and the inhabitants are 
absolutely terrified of these creatures. To rescue Fooz and his fellow aliens, Lexie 
and Lamar must solve a series of equations, including reading map coordinates, 
determining area, interpreting Roman numerals, and understanding percentages. 
Can they save the day?

Key Selling Points

• A new series, with two titles releasing together

•  Pairs up nicely with our perennially strong-selling Doyle and Fossey: Science 
Detectives series

• Uses a compelling narrative to teach math concepts

•  Backmatter includes an additional “notebook” with the di� erent strategies the 
characters used to solve the problems they encountered

•  Extra puzzles are included for the reader to try 

• More alien adventures to come!

ISBN 9781454929215  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN)   
Paperback  •  96 pages (b/w illus throughout)   
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4  •  Ages: 9 to 12  •  Carton Qty: 123  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books
July 2019

 I Was an Outer-Space Chicken 
(Alien Math Book 1)
by David LaRochelle, illustrated by Mike Gorman

When an alien named Fooz abducts Lamar and Lexie, the numbers-loving best 
friends prove they’re human by solving a tricky math problem. But before Fooz 
can get them home, the two are captured by lumfurs: Bigfoot-like creatures. In 
order to escape, Lamar and Lexie must use their math skills to find patterns, make 
estimates, and decipher codes. Will they succeed?

A former elementary math teacher, David LaRochelle has won numerous awards for his children’s 
books, including the Sid Fleischman Humor Award, the SCBWI Golden Kite Honor Award, and the 
Minnesota Book Award. His previous books for Sterling were This Is NOT a Cat, 1+1=5 and Other Unlikely 
Additions, and Arlo’s ARTrageous Adventure, which he both wrote and illustrated. He lives in White Bear 
Lake, MN. Find out more about David at davidlarochelle.com.

Mike Gorman is an illustrator, graphic designer, web developer, and tattoo artist. He lives in 
Westbrook, ME.CO
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Math meets sci-fi  in this brand-new series of chapter books 
about two numbers-loving friends and their alien adventures. 
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The Case of the Terrible T. rex
ISBN 9781402749667

The Case of the Mossy Lake Monster
ISBN 9781402749629

“ Torrey, a microbiologist as well 
as a talented writer, skillfully in-
jects the scientific method and 
principles into each case, and 
an appendix o� ers humorously 
written experiments and activi-
ties that relate to each case.”
—Kirkus Reviews

The Case of the Gasping Garbage
ISBN 9781402749605

“ Kids will enjoy reading about 
these young scientists who 
sometimes outsmart adults.”
—School Library Journal

The Case of the Graveyard Ghost
ISBN 9781402749636

Nominated for a 2005 Rhode Island 
State Children’s Book Award

“ The main characters are believable 
and thoroughly engaging. Pencil 
illustrations complement the tales. 
Early chapter-book readers will 
be enchanted…”
—School Library Journal 

The Case of the Crooked Carnival
ISBN 9781402749650

The Case of the Barfy Birthday
ISBN 9781402749643

“ [E]ntertaining…will quickly grab 
readers, even reluctant ones.”
—School Library Journal

ALL TITLES ARE: $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)  •  PAPERBACK  •  5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4  •  TERRITORY: W

DOYLE AND FOSSEY, SCIENCE DETECTIVES



picture books
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PICTURE BOOKS

Lori Degman is the author of 1 Zany Zoo (Simon & Schuster), Cock-a-Doodle 
Oops! (Creston Books), Norbert’s Big Dream (Sleeping Bear Press), and the 
upcoming  Like a Girl  (Sterling).  Lori was a teacher of deaf and hard-of-
hearing students and is now a full-time author. She lives near Chicago, IL.

Victoria Tentler-Krylov grew up in Saint Petersburg, Russia, and studied 
architecture and urban design at Cooper Union and Columbia University. 
Victoria’s artwork has been published by Pink Giraµe Books in Russia and 
by Spider magazine, The Wall Street Journal, The Boston Globe, and Flutter 
Magazine in the US. She lives with her family just outside Boston, MA. Visit 
Victoria online at cargocollective.com/victoriakrylov.

ISBN 9781454925729  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
32 pages (all in color)  •  10 × 10  •  Ages: 4 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

Just Read!
by Lori Degman, illustrated by Victoria Tentler-Krylov

These kids all love to read—and every time they open a 
book, they open up a whole new world! 

This exuberant story celebrates reading as it follows 

a diverse group of children who read wherever and 

whenever they can. They read while waiting and while 

sliding or swinging; they read music and in Braille and 

the signs on the road. Sometimes, they even read 

together, in a special fort they’ve built. The fanciful 

art and rollicking text will get every child excited 

about reading!

Key Selling Points
•  Simple, rhyming text is perfect both for read-alouds 

and for children reading on their own

• Will appeal to bookworms of all stripes 

•  Parents will appreciate that this book will encourage 
more reluctant readers to start reading wherever  
they go!

Marketing & Publicity
•  Featured title at ABA Winter Institute, ALA Midwinter 

Conference, and at select Librarian Book Buzz 
Preview events

• National print and online publicity campaign

• Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers

• Trade advertising

• Social media campaign

• Author school, conference, and bookstore tour
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Also Available

Miles of Smiles
ISBN 9781454916994
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket 
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: W

Karen Kaufman Orlo� is the author of many books for children, including 
Goodnight, Little Bot, Miles of Smiles, and the popular I Wanna series. Some 
Days is her 11th book. Karen lives in Dutchess County, NY with her husband 
and family. Visit her online at karenkaufmanorloµ.com.

Ziyue Chen (pronounced as Zzz yuair) is a graduate of Ringling College of 
Art and Design where she received her BFA with Honors in Illustration. She 
previously worked as an animator on projects dedicated to children’s art 
and as a website and print designer. She lives in Singapore.

ISBN 9781454926207  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
40 pages (all in color)  •  10 × 10  •  Ages: 4 and UP   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  February 2019

Some Days
by Karen Kaufman Orlo�, illustrated by Ziyue Chen

This rhyming picture book—from the author of the 
bestselling I Wanna Iguana series and Miles of Smiles— 
is a moving, powerful, delightful exploration of a child’s 
shiºing feelings.

Come along and follow a year in the life of a young 

boy and girl as they discover their many di�erent 

and ever-changing emotions, including joy, fear, 

anger, jealousy, excitement, pride, disappointment, 

loneliness, and contentment. As children read about 

“angels in the snow days” as well as “need my mommy 

now days,” they’ll begin to understand how to cope 

with both positive and negative feelings.

Key Selling Points
•  The bouncy-but-powerful rhyming text is perfect  

for reading aloud, and will appeal to both children  
and adults

•  Titles about emotional intelligence are in high 
demand, and this is perfect for teachers, librarians, 
and parents seeking books on the topic 

•  Encourages young readers to feel and express their 
shi¬ing emotions—both good and bad

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

•  Trade advertising

• Social media campaign

• Local school and library visits

Goodnight, Little Bot
ISBN 9781454921189
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket     
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: W
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Lucy Freegard has an MA in children’s book illustration from Cambridge 
School of Art and a degree in illustration from Cardiµ School of Art & 
Design. She has worked on a range of projects, from writing and illustrating 
picture books to designing soº toys and greeting cards, from her studio in 
East London.

Ballet
Bunnies

ISBN 9781454934189  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
32 pages  •  8 2⁄3 × 11  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 20  •  Territory: US/Can   
Sterling Children’s Books  •  February 2019

Ballet Bunnies
by Lucy Freegard

At home, Betty loves to dance—but in ballet class,  
her confidence disappears. A beautifully illustrated 
picture book about mastering something new and 
enjoying it too!

Betty dreams of becoming a great dancer and 

performing onstage. At home, she’s unstoppable, 

happily pirouetting through every room. But, in 

ballet class, everything changes: she feels clumsy 

and frightened of forgetting the steps. Can her 

sympathetic teacher help Betty find her poise, 

balance, and confidence in time for the big end-of-

year recital? Kids will shout BRAVA for this adorable 

little ballerina bunny!

Key Selling Points
• Cute bunnies and ballet together in one beautifully 

illustrated book

• Teaches the reader that practice makes perfect 

• A delightful story about believing in yourself and 
finding your confidence
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Also Available

Whose Story Is This, Anyway?
ISBN 9781454916086
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket     
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: W

This is Mike Flaherty’s second book, following the picture book Whose 
Story Is This, Anyway? (Sterling). He lives in Ohio with his wife and two 
sons. Follow Mike @alltalestallandsmall.

Maxime Lebrun studied illustration and animation in Epinal, France, and 
has been working as a freelance illustrator from his home in London ever 
since. Learn more at maximelebrun.com.

ISBN 9781454922339  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  February 2019

This Is NOT a Dragon Party
by Mike Flaherty, illustrated by Maxime Lebrun

You’re invited to the most amazing birthday bash, 
complete with dragons, knights, and ogres! Think it 
sounds awesome? It IS! 

What happens when your birthday celebration 

includes a crazy dragon pool party, an all-knight 

karaoke festival, AND a tea and crumpets rumpus 

with ogres? You may think that sounds awesome, but 

the birthday girl does NOT—until she chases away her 

unruly guests and realizes everything is . . . boring. 

Can she manage to get her party started again? This 

antic picture book is pure, unbridled joy.

Key Selling Points
• Hilarious text makes for a super-fun read-aloud

•  Action-packed scenes of mischief and mayhem are 
filled with clever details kids will want to revisit 

•  Imparts a meaningful message about being kind to 
those around you and being grateful for what you have

Marketing & Publicity Campaign
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Trade advertising

• Social media campaign

• Regional author events in Ohio
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Jessica Martinello graduated from the Visual Arts School in Venice and the 
Nemo NT Digital Arts academy in Florence.

Grégoire Mabire trained as an illustrator at the St Luc Institute in Brussels 
and is now a full-time illustrator of comics and books for children.

ISBN 9781912537754  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover 
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 7⁄8 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 to 6  •  Carton Qty: 25  
Territory: US/Can  •  Scribblers  •  February 2019

Tooth Monsters
by Jessica Martinello, illustrated by Grégoire Mabire

A little girl thinks brushing her teeth is SO boring . . . until 
she meets a monster who changes her mind.

“I hated brushing my teeth!” That’s what a little 

girl says, and she also refuses to go to the dentist, 

either, because dentists are monsters! Then a real 

monster turns up in her bathroom and helps her 

understand that dentists are really superheroes and 

brushing your teeth is important—so important that 

even he and the other monsters do it! With humor, 

imagination, and charming illustrations, this quirky 

story teaches kids a lesson in good dental hygiene.

Key Selling Points
• Teaches kids about how to face your fears 

• Funny, easy-to-read story with an important message 
delivered in a delightful way
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ISBN 9781454923817  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30 
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

Jamie L. B. Deenihan is a teacher and picture book author who lives with  
her husband and two children in Su½eld, Connecticut. When Grandma 
Gives You a Lemon Tree is her first picture book. Visit her online at 
jamiedeenihan.com.

Lorraine Rocha studied illustration and animation and worked at  
Lucasfilm’s VFX and animation studio Industrial Light & Magic, contributing 
to such films as Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull and 
Ironman. She is the illustrator of Zebra on the Go by Jill Nogales (Peachtree). 
Lorraine lives with her husband and daughter in San Leandro, CA.

When Grandma Gives  
You a Lemon Tree
by Jamie L. B. Deenihan, illustrated by Lorraine Rocha

When Grandma gives you a lemon tree, definitely don’t 
make a face! Care for the tree, and you might be surprised 
at how new things, and new ideas, bloom.

“When life gives you lemons, make lemonade.” In this 

imaginative take on that popular saying, a child is 

surprised to receive a lemon tree from Grandma for 

her birthday. A¬er all, she DID ask for a new gadget! 

But when she follows the narrator’s careful—and 

funny—instructions, she discovers that the tree might 

be exactly what she wanted a¬er all.

Key Selling Points
•  The perfect book for Mother’s Day or  

Grandparents’ Day

•  Celebrates the pleasures of patience, hard work, 
nature, community . . . and putting down the 
electronic devices just for a while

• Includes a recipe for Grandma’s favorite lemonade! 

•  A companion title, When Grandpa Gives You a 
Toolbox, will come out in Spring 2020

Marketing & Publicity
•  Featured title at ABA Winter Institute, ALA  

Midwinter Conference, and at select Librarian  
Book Buzz Preview events

• Major pre-order campaign via social media

• Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers

•  Activity kit available for teachers, librarians  
and booksellers

• Trade and consumer advertising

•  Local school visits and bookstore tour
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Whitney Stewart is an award-winning author of young-adult biographies, 
middle grade novels, and picture books. She has traveled widely in Asia and 
interviewed such figures as the 14th Dalai Lama and Sir Edmund Hillary. 
Whitney lives in New Orleans, LA. Find out more at whitneystewart.com, or 
follow Whitney @whitneystewart2.

Christiane Engel is an award-winning illustrator and writer whose art can 
be found in a wide variety of children’s books internationally. She works 
in publishing and advertising, and her illustrations have been used in 
animated programs and puzzles. Christiane lives in the UK. Follow her 
@Ch_Engel.

Also Available

What’s on Your Plate?
ISBN 9781454926726
$16.95  ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket    
10 × 10  •  Territory: W

ISBN 9781454932130  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
40 pages (all in color)  •  10 × 10  •  Ages: 5 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W   Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

 What Do You Celebrate?
Holidays and Festivals Around the World
by Whitney Stewart, illustrated by Christiane Engel

Holidays are FUN—and this entertaining nonfiction 
picture book introduces kids to 14 celebrations from 
around the world!

Discover a world of celebrations! This entertaining 

book introduces kids to 14 holidays, from Brazilian 

Carnaval, Chinese New Year, Bastille Day, and the 

Cherry Blossom Festival to Purim, Holi, Eid al-Fitr, 

DÍa de los Muertos, and Halloween. Like the popular 

What’s On Your Plate?, each spread showcases 

a di� erent holiday, o� ering background, cultural 

context, vocabulary words, photographs, and 

instructions for festive projects.

Key Selling Points
• A fun way to learn about culture and history

• Ties in naturally to themes of diversity

•  Having many di� erent elements (photographs, 
illustrations, and activities) makes this unlike other 
books on the market 

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign 

•  Local bookstore signing at Octavia Books & 
B&N Metairie 

•  Events at Southern Food & Beverage Museum, 
In New Orleans, LA, TLA, ALA, and Book Expo 

• Trade advertising 

• Featured title at Winter Institute 

• Promotional Items: Activity kit 

• Promotion on author’s social media platforms: 

• Instagram: whitneystewart2 

• Facebook: mindfulmepeacefulmellc 

• Twitter: @whitneystewart2 

• Website: whitneystewart.com
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Susan Wood is an award-winning author of books for young readers, 
including American Gothic: The Life of Grant Wood (Abrams, 2017) and 
the upcoming Elizabeth Warren: Nevertheless She Persisted (Abrams, 
2018). She lives in Norfolk, VA. Learn more about Susan and her books at 
susanwoodbooks.com.

Laura González is an illustrator who works in traditional and digital 
mediums. She is a member of the Mexican Association of Illustrators, and 
lives in Monterrey, Mexico.

ISBN 9781454922537  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
40 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

Holy Squawkamole!
Little Red Hen Makes Guacamole
by Susan Wood, illustrated by Laura González

This tasty take on the classic Little Red Hen story has a 
deliciously spicy twist!

Yum, guacamole! That’s what Little Red Hen craves, 

and she could use some help gathering and mashing 

the ingredients. So she asks her friends, including an 

armadillo, snake, and iguana, to lend a hand. Every 

one just says “no.” But a¬er Little Red Hen works 

hard to make the scrumptious fresh guac, all the 

animals want a taste. In a fun departure from the 

original tale, Little Red Hen cooks up a comeuppance 

for the slackers that they’ll never forget!

Suddenly, they stopped chewing.

They huffed 

and puffed.

They winced 

and wheezed. 

They sweated and slobbered.

Key Selling Points
•  An updated twist on the beloved folktale about doing 

your share or facing the consequences

•  There are relevant Spanish words throughout, which 
are defined at the back of the book

•  Backmatter includes facts about guacamole’s origin 
and information about di�erent types of guacamole 
around the world  

•  Features a kid-friendly recipe for one of the world’s 
favorite foods: guacamole!

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Trade advertising

• Social media campaign

• Regional author events in Virginia
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Przemyslaw Wechterowicz is a Polish author who has written children’s 
picture books, poetry, and plays. His works have received prestigious 
awards in Poland, including the Warsaw Book award.

Marianna Oklejak is a graphic designer and illustrator of children’s books 
based in Warsaw, Poland. She graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Warsaw.

ISBN 9781912537952  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  32 pages  
(all in color)  •  10 7⁄16 × 10   Ages: 3 to 5  •  Territory: US/Can  •  Scribblers 
March 2019

Boom! Boom! Boom!
by Przemystaw Wechterowicz,  
illustrated by Marianna Oklejak

Take a rhythmic musical journey round the world with 
this fun rhyming picture book!

“Two gorillas and their chum. At the sound the people 

come. BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!” As the trio dances to 

the music of the drums, moving and grooving through 

the jungle and into the city, they’re joined by a host 

of other animals and people who can’t resist the 

infectious rhythm. The delightful rhymes and lively, 

colorful pictures will soon have kids jumping in, too!

Key Selling Points
•  The rhythmic text with its musical refrains and 

repetitions is ideal for young readers to use to practice 
their early literacy skills
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ISBN 9781454934202  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)   
Hardcover with Jacket  •  32 pages  
(all in color)  •  8 2⁄3 × 11  •  Ages: 3 and UP 
Carton Qty: 20  •  Territory: US/Can 
Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

ISBN 9781454934196  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)   
Hardcover with Jacket  •  32 pages (all in color)   
8 2⁄3 × 11  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 20   
Territory: US/Can  •  Sterling Children’s Books   
April 2019

Just Like Daddy
by Lucy Freegard

Who wouldn’t want to be just like Daddy? He’s strong, kind, and practical—and he 
knows how to have fun! Even if he messes up, it’s never a big deal. Plus, he handles 
scary monsters (well, spiders), keeps his eyes open on the roller coaster (mostly), 
and puts on silly voices when he reads a bedtime story. This heartwarming picture 
book shows why Daddy is the BEST.

Lucy Freegard has an MA in children’s book illustration from Cambridge School of Art and a degree in 
illustration from Cardiµ School of Art & Design. She has worked on a range of projects, from writing and 
illustrating picture books to designing soº toys and greeting cards, from her studio in East London.

Just Like Mommy
by Lucy Freegard

Mommy’s smart and creative, practical and imaginative—and she always finds a 
reason to be playful and laugh! She knows all about the stars in the sky, how to 
grow her own food, and make music. Whether the day is fantastic or frustrating, 
mom can turn disaster into joy, and tears into laughter. This celebration of moms is 
beautiful, funny, and touching.

Key Selling Points

• The perfect Mother’s and Father’s Day gi¬s

• Joyous, funny picture books all about children’s love for their parents 

• Great message that having fun doesn’t have an age limit

Who wouldn’t want to be just like Mommy and Daddy, when they’re both so wonderful?  
Each of these delightfully illustrated picture books follows a child’s love for a parent.
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Dot scrambled after that egg. “Oh! Oh! Oh!” 

She was this close when…  

No luck. 

“    
    

    
   

   
   

   
    

    
    

     
CLUCK-CLUCK.

ISBN 9781454929000  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket
32 pages (all in color)  •  10 × 10  •  Ages: 4 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

A  Little Chicken
by Tammi Sauer, illustrated by Dan Taylor

Dot is a little chicken, who is, let’s face it, a little 
chicken. Can she find a way to pluck up her courage?

Dot is a small chick who’s scared of lots of things: 
wolves, bears, the occasional lawn ornament. 
But when an egg rolls out of her mother’s nest, 
Dot must find her courage to save the day—and 
her new sibling! Perfect for kids who need some 
encouragement to face the challenging world, 
this story proves that sometimes a big hero is 
just a little chicken.

Key Selling Points
•  The dynamic team of Tammi Sauer and 

Dan Taylor from But the Bear Came Back 
is back with another adorable story!

•  Tammi is a favorite of teachers, booksellers, 
and librarians

•  Wonderful message about being brave and 
standing up for the safety of someone smaller 
and more vulnerable than oneself

•  Touches on emotional intelligence as the little 
chicken learns to both feel and face her fears

Marketing & Publicity Campaign
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Trade advertising

• Social media outreach

• Major author school and bookstore tour

Tammi Sauer is the author of Sterling Publishing’s But the Bear Came 
Back, Caring for Your Lion, Chicken Dance, Bawk and Roll, Cowboy 
Camp, Mary Had a Little Glam, Your Alien Returns, and Your Alien, 
which earned starred reviews from Publishers Weekly and Kirkus. 
She is an active blogger (tammisauer.com) and highly involved in the 
children’s writer community, in addition to being a great promoter 
of her own books. Tammi has worked as a teacher and library media 
specialist and now lives in OK with her husband and their two children. 
Her local indie bookstore, Best of Books, in Edmond, OK, has named 
July 9 Tammi Sauer Day. Follow her on Twitter at @SauerTammi.

Dan Taylor is the illustrator of Tammi Sauer’s But the Bear Came 
Back (Sterling). Born in Staµ ordshire, he studied art and illustration, 
graduating with a degree in visual communication. He has worked 
with a variety of publishers, including Simon & Schuster, Usborne, 
Campbell Books, and Scholastic. Dan lives in the UK.
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Chicken Dance
ISBN 9781402753664  •  $14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket  •  8 1⁄2 × 11  •  Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914778  •  $6.95  ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps  •  8 1⁄2 × 11
Territory: W

Cowboy Camp
ISBN 9781454913603  •  $6.95  ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps  •  10 × 10  •  Territory: W

ISBN 9781454913894  •  $6.95  ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  7 × 7  •  Territory: W

Caring for Your Lion
ISBN 9781454916093
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 × 10  •  Territory: W

But the Bear Came Back
ISBN 9781454920984
$16.95  ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 × 10  •  Territory: W

Mary Had a Little Glam
ISBN 9781454913931   •  $14.95  ($16.95 CAN) 
Hardcover with Jacket   •  10 × 10  •  Territory: W

ISBN 9781454932857   •  $8.95  ($11.95 CAN) 
Board Book   •  8 × 8  •  Territory: W

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Oklahoma
ISBN 9781402792243  •  $12.95  ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket  •  8 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2  •  Territory: W

ISBN 9781454929659  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book  •  7 × 7  •  Territory: W

Your Alien
ISBN 9781454911296
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 × 10  •  Territory: W

Your Alien Returns
ISBN 9781454911302
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 × 10  •  Territory: W

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM TAMMI SAUER
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Chugga Chugga Choo Choo
ISBN 9781910716236
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket  
9 7⁄8 × 10 3⁄4

Emma Garcia is an early childhood specialist and the author of some of 
Boxer Books' most popular titles, including Chugga Chugga Choo Choo, Tap 
Tap Bang Bang, Tip Tip Dig Dig, and Toot Toot Beep Beep.

ISBN 9781910716366  •  $17.95  ($24.50 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  32 pages  
(all in color)  •  9 7⁄8 × 10 3⁄4  •  Ages: 3 to 6  •  Territory: US/Can Boxer Books   
 April 2019

Plinka Plinka Shake Shake
by Emma Garcia

Maracas shake, cymbals crash, and bongos “pata-pata.” 
Kids will love opening this music box of a book and making 
a joyful noise!

Ting ting, boom boom, and a kazoo that goes WHA 

WOO! Look what’s in the music box: lots of instruments 

to bang, beat, and pluck. Can we play a tune? Every 

child will want to join this fun rhythm band. 

Tap Tap Bang Bang
ISBN 9781907967672

Tip Tip Dig Dig
ISBN 9781906250829

Toot Toot Beep Beep
ISBN 9781906250843

Key Selling Points
• A perfect introduction to the joys of playing music

• The fi¬h entry in the successful preschool series, 
which has sold more than 100,000 copies

 ALL TITLES ARE: (except where noted) $6.95 ($9.50 CAN)  •  Board Book  •  6 3⁄4 × 6 3⁄4  • Territory: US/CANALSO AVAILABLE
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Chugga Chugga Choo Choo
ISBN 9781910716748
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Bug was not called Bug because she was little like a bug, 
even though she was. 

And she was not called Bug because she ran fast like a bug, 
even though she did. 

Bug was called Bug because she loved every 
winging, singing, crawling, biting, stinking, 

slinking, stinging bug there was. 

Bug would rather draw bugs  
than do anything else in the world.

Especially math.

Robin Koontz is the author and illustrator of numerous picture books and 
early readers; she has also written several titles for The Boxcar Children 
Mysteries series and scores of nonfiction books for educational publishers. 
Robin lives in Noti, OR, with her husband and pets. Visit her online at 
wordpress.robinkoontz.com.

Amy Proud studied Fine Art at Loughborough University and has created 
picture books with Lion Children’s Books, Oxford University Press, and 
Sky Pony Press. Her illustrations have also been published by Highlights 
magazine. She lives in England.

ISBN 9781454923565  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket
40 pages (all in color)  •  10 7⁄8 × 8 1⁄2  •  Ages: 4 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  April 2019

 Bug
by Robin Koontz, illustrated by Amy Proud

When a bug-crazy girl needs to ace a big math test, she 
finds a clever way to solve her problems, 100%.

Bug is a quirky little girl who's mad about insects 

and drawing . . . and hates arithmetic. But when her 

teacher promises the class a field trip if everyone 

does well on their math test, Bug knows she HAS to 

pass. This humorous story shows kids that there are 

many ways to find the correct answer—if you use your 

imagination and count on the things you love.

Key Selling Points
•  Appeals to kids who love bugs and insects—and gives 

a bit of information about these tiny creatures, too!

•  Children who have a hard time with math will relate to 
the main character 

• Character-driven story that parents and kids will love

When Mrs. Muskie talked to 
the class about math, Bug 
doodled bugs in her sketchbook 
and stared out the window. 

She couldn’t wait to race outside to the empty field and look for new bugs to draw.

Mrs. Muskie shook her 
head, whooshing her 
cloud of curly hair. 

“Bug, you must spend 
less time doodling and 
more time on math!” 
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Maryann Cocca-Le�er is the award-winning author and illustrator of more 
than 60 children’s books, including What I Love About Christmas (Sterling); 
Let It Snow, Let It Fall, Let It Rain, and Let It Shine (Scholastic), a series with 
combined sales of more than two million copies; and A Vacation for Pooch, 
which was a Best Children’s Books selection from Bank Street College of 
Education in 2014. Maryann’s book Janine was inspired by her daughter, 
and together they developed a corresponding website, janinesparty.com, 
with a mission to help change public perception of children with disabilities. 
She lives in Amherst, NH. Visit her at MaryannCoccaLeÆer.com.

ISBN 9781454927044  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
40 pages (all in color)  •  8 × 10  •  Ages: 4 to 8  •  Carton Qty: 32 
Territory: W   Sterling Children’s Books  •  April 2019

Growing Season
by Maryann Cocca-Le�er

This sweet picture book explores the joys and challenges 
of friendship and growing up. 

El and Jo are the smallest students in class—and 

best friends, too. But in springtime, something BIG 

happens: Jo starts growing like a weed . . . and El 

doesn’t. When their teacher asks every child to pick 

a plant to care for over the summer, poor El ends 

up with a tiny, flowerless aster. But slowly, the aster 

blooms—and so does El! 

Key Selling Points

•  A comforting story for all those children who have 
sprouted early and those who haven’t sprouted yet

•  Wonderful message about staying friends even as we 
change and grow 

•  The flower-filled illustrations make this a perfect  
spring title!

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Social media campaign

• School visits & bookstore tour
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When Squirrel is alone with no place to go,  
two things could happen. 

He is alone,  
with no place to go.

He is discovered by a talent scout,  
and becomes a star of stage and screen.

He is discovered by a talent scout, 
and becomes a star of stage and screen.

OOOOOORRROROOOROROROOORO
.  .  .  .......  ..  .  .  ..  ..  ..  .  .  ..  

When Bear stomps outside, 
two things could happen.

Bright sun! He squints and  
stumbles back into the cave. 

two things could happen.

Bright sun! He squints and 
stumbles back into the cave. 
Bright sun! He squints and 
stumbles back into the cave. 

OOOOOORRROROOOROROROOORO
.  .  .  .......  ..  .  .  ..  ..  ..  .  .  ..  

Cathy Ballou Mealey is a picture book writer and poet. She has published 
extensive children’s book reviews and is a member of SCBWI. She lives 
with her husband, son, and daughter in Lynnfield, MA. Visit her blog at 
bildebok.wordpress.com or find her on Twitter and Instagram 
@catballoumealey.

Kasia Nowowiejska earned an MA in painting at the Fine Arts Academy in 
Gdansk, Poland, where she currently lives with her husband and daughter. 
She has worked as an illustrator and graphic designer for a literary
magazine, and then at a busy animation studio. Learn more about her at 
kasia-nowowiejska.squarespace.com.

ISBN 9781454921202  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  April 2019

 When a Tree Grows
by Cathy Ballou Mealey, illustrated by Kasia Nowowiejksa

This humorous picture book tells a sweet story of 
friendship, generosity, and how one fun thing leads 
to another. 

When Moose rubs his antlers against the tree where 

Squirrel built his nest, he sets o�  a chain of comic 

catastrophes. The tree falls and wakes Bear, who 

stumbles into Moose, who causes a truck to swerve. 

But then Squirrel jumps onto that truck and ends up 

in the city, all alone. Who will help him get home? 

Key Selling Points

•  Very fun read-aloud—kids will be in suspense to find 
out what happens next!

•  Author is a well-established book reviewer 

• Great message about friendship and generosity

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Trade advertising

• Social media campaign
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Joyce Lapin is very active in SCBWI. This is her first book for young readers. 
She lives with her family in Simsbury, CT.

Simona Ceccarelli is a freelance illustrator who has worked as both a 
scientist and an art director. Originally from Como, Italy, she's now based 
in Basel, Switzerland.

ISBN 9781454929703  •  $16.95 ($27.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket
48 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 7 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  April 2019

If You Had Your Birthday  
Party on the Moon
by Joyce Lapin, illustrated by Simona Ceccarelli

If you had your birthday party on the moon, what would 
it be like?

Blast o� to an extraterrestrial birthday celebration 

where young partygoers get to romp in a low-gravity 

playground; discover that candles and balloons 

behave weirdly in the lunar atmosphere; and learn 

why the “moon angels” they make in the dust will last 

for millennia. This cool picture book combines fun 

and facts to explain the science behind each surprise 

in terms children can easily grasp.

Key Selling Points
•  With its fun birthday party theme, this is a great way 

to introduce space science to kids

•  Includes sidebars, a glossary, a selected bibliography, 
and suggestions for further reading that give readers 
extra information

• Tied to the 50ʰ anniversary of the first moon landing

Marketing & Publicity
•  Featured title at ABA Winter Institute, ALA Midwinter 

Conference, and at select Librarian Book Buzz 
Preview events

• National print and online publicity campaign

• Social media campaign

• Trade advertising

•  Promotion leading up to and around the 50th 
anniversary of the first moon landing (July 2019)

• Author school visits and bookstore tour
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Butterflies ON THE  
First Day of School
By ANNIE SILVESTRO Illustrated by DREAM CHEN

ButterfliesButterflies

Also Available

Mice Skating
ISBN 9781454916321
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: W

 Butterfl ies on the 
First Day of School
by Annie Silvestro, illustrated by Dream Chen

The first day of school is exciting—but it can be scary, too! 
Meet Rosie, a brand-new student who just happens to 
have butterflies in her stomach.

Rosie can't wait to start kindergarten—she’s had her 

backpack ready for weeks. But suddenly, the night 

before the big day, her tummy hurts. Rosie’s mom 

reassures her that it’s just butterflies in her belly. 

Much to Rosie’s surprise, when she greets a new 

friend, a butterfly flies out of her mouth! Soon, Rosie 

frees all her butterflies . . . and helps another shy 

student release hers, too.   

Key Selling Points
•  A back-to-school picture book that reassures kids it’s 

okay to be nervous on the first day

•  Author Annie Silvestro had a big hit with Mice Skating

•  Beautiful illustrations from Dream Chen bring out the 
sweetness and magic in the story 

•  There’s a lesson in here for parents, too, about their 
own butterflies on the first day of school

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Back-to-School promotions

• Trade advertising

• Social media campaign

• Author tour in New Jersey and New York

ISBN 9781454921196  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket   
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 32   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

Annie Silvestro is the author of Mice Skating (Sterling) and Bunny’s 
Book Club (Doubleday). She also works as a consultant in her family’s 
finance business and serves on the board for Seas It, a cancer charity 
that promotes recovery through recreation. She is currently a Volunteer 
Coordinator for the New Jersey chapter of the Society of Children’s Book 
Writers and Illustrators. Annie resides in Rumson, NJ, with her husband and 
two sons. Learn more about her at anniesilvestro.com.

Dream (Mengqian) Chen received her BFA in animation at Communication 
University of China and completed her MFA in visual art at the Minneapolis 
College of Arts and Design. She has experimented with photography, 
stop-motion animation, print making, illustration, paper making, and book 
making. See more of Dream’s work at dreamchen.org.
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Przemyslaw Wechterowicz is a Polish author who has written children’s 
picture books, poetry, and plays. His works have received prestigious 
awards in Poland, including the Warsaw Book award.

Marcin Minor is a painter, illustrator, educator, and art therapist. He 
received a diploma in Fine Art Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw. When he’s not creating new illustrations, he leads therapeutic art 
workshops with both children and adults.

ISBN 9781912537846  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  40 pages  
(all in color)  •  10 7⁄16 × 10   Ages: 5 and UP  •  Territory: US/Can  •  Scribblers 
May 2019

The Lost Star
by Przemystaw Wechterowicz, illustrated by Marcin Minor

What happens when a star falls to earth . . . and doesn’t 
know how to get back home? A magical, mysterious 
bedtime story.

One night, when the moon is shining, Dormouse spots 

a gentle glow in the woods—and discovers a golden 

star that has fallen to Earth. She and her friends do 

their best to help the star return home, but one by 

one they fail. Will the mysterious Frog finally succeed? 

Filled with atmospheric illustrations and dreamlike 

text, this magical story is perfect for bedtime.

Key Selling Points
• An enchanting tale of friendship and compassion
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Kathryn Heling and Deborah Hembrook have coauthored several books 
for children, including Ten Lucky Leprechauns  (Scholastic) and  Mouse 
Makes Words: A Phonics Reader (Random House). Kathryn is a school 
psychologist and Deborah is a kindergarten teacher. They both live in WI. 
Learn more at helinghembrook.com.

Rosie Butcher lives in East Yorkshire and spends her summers in Sweden. 
Follow her @scrimmle.

ISBN 9781454922926  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket   
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 to 7  •  Carton Qty: 30 
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

 There’s Only One You
by Kathryn Heling and Deborah Hembrook, 
illustrated by Rosie Butcher

Celebrate your individuality with this picture book that 
honors all the wonderful things that make you. . . you.

This feel-good book reassures kids that, whoever 

and whatever they are, it’s awesome being YOU! 

Expertly written to include all kinds of children 

and families, it embraces the beauty in a range of 

physical types, personalities, and abilities. Kids will 

love discovering and recognizing themselves in these 

pages—and they’ll feel proud to see their special 

qualities acknowledged. Adorable illustrations by 

Rosie Butcher show a diverse community that many 

will find similar to their own.

Key Selling Points
• Wonderful message of self-love and acceptance

• Diverse and inclusive cast of characters

• Perfect for schools and libraries 

Marketing & Publicity Campaign
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Trade advertising

• Social media campaign
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Kristin L. Gray’s first novel, Vilonia Beebe Takes Charge, was released in 
March 2017 from Simon & Schuster. She lives in northwest AR with her five 
children and several pets.

Rachel McAlister studied Visual Development at the Academy of Art 
University in San Francisco, where she also developed a love for illustrating 
children’s books. She lives in Los Angeles with her two cats.

Koala Is Not a Bear
by Kristin L. Gray, illustrated by Rachel McAlister

Where does Koala belong? Find out, in this sweet story 
of friendship and family—with fun facts about marsupials 
thrown in.

It’s  Koala’s first day at camp, and she thinks she’s 

found her place in the Bear Cabin—until know-it-all 

Kangaroo tells Koala that she is not a bear. Koala lists 

all the ways in which she resembles her new friend, 

Grizzly, but Kangaroo isn’t buying it. As Koala tries 

to find her place, alert readers will recognize clues 

about where Koala belongs.

ISBN 9781454927457  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket    
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 4 to 7       
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

Key Selling Points
• Fun facts about animals are sprinkled throughout

•  Humorous story will be a hit with kids who  
love animals

•  A great summer book, especially for kids going  
to camp

Marketing & Publicity
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Social media campaign

• Trade advertising

•  Author and illustrator bookstore signings and events
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The King Who Banned the Dark
by Emily Haworth-Booth

Written by an award-winning author, this is a magical 
modern fairy tale about conquering your fears . . . and 
creating change.

Once there was a Prince who was afraid of the dark—

like so many children are. But this boy became King 

and actually did something about it: he banned the 

dark completely! Soon, the sleep-deprived, exhausted 

citizens are ready to revolt. Can the people help the 

King face his fears and see that you can’t appreciate 

the light without having the dark, too?

ISBN 9781454934219  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
32 pages (all in color)  •  8 2⁄3 × 11  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 18  
Territory: US/Can  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

Emily Haworth-Booth is an author/illustrator and educator, teaching 
courses on comics, graphic novels, and illustration at the Royal Drawing 
School in London, and running workshops for adults and children at other 
locations nationwide. In 2013 she won the Jonathan Cape/Observer/Comica 
Graphic Short Story Prize for her story “Colonic” and was runner-up for 
the same prize in 2008. Her comics have appeared in print in the Observer  
and Vogue.

Key Selling Points
•  A thoughtful story about bravery in the face of what 

many children fear—the dark

•  Illustrates the power of people joining together for a 
common cause

•  The first picture book by the winner of the Jonathan 
Cape/Observer graphic novel prize 

•  Features a striking limited palette of yellow and black 
until it bursts into 4-color near the end
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Algy Craig Hall earned an MA in Children’s Book Illustration from Cambridge 
School of Art. His previous titles include Dino Bites! and Fine As We Are 
(both Boxer Books). Algy lives in London.

ISBN 9781910716731  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN)  •  Board Book  •  18 pages  
(all in color)  •  6 3⁄4 × 6 3⁄4  •  Ages: UP to 4  •  Territory: US/Can 
Boxer Books  •  February 2019

Little Rabbit’s Easter
by Algy Craig Hall

This little holiday book for little hands introduces babies 
and toddlers to the fun of Easter!

Come along with Little Rabbit as she follows a 

flu�y bunny . . . and finds some Easter fun! With its 

adorable animal friends and colorful Easter eggs, this 

is another delightful entry in Algy Craig Hall’s popular 

series celebrating special holiday moments.

Key Selling Points
•  One of a series of four board books celebrating  

di�erent holidays

• A simple, engaging holiday story

• Sturdy board book just right for babies and toddlers

It’s Easter morning and 
Little Rabbit follows 

a fluffy bunny. 
Hippity-hop! Hippity-hop!

What will she find . . .?

Also Available

Little Darling’s Book of Love
ISBN 9781910716717
$6.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book     
6 3⁄4 × 6 3⁄4
Territory: US/Can

Little Santa’s Christmas
ISBN 9781910716694
$6.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
6 3⁄4 × 6 3⁄4
Territory: US/Can

COMING FALL 2019
LITTLE PUMPKIN'S HALLOWEEN
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NEW IN BOARD

ISBN 9781454931317  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Board Book  •  22 pages (all in color)    
7 × 7  •  Ages: UP to 3  •  Carton Qty: 40    
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books   
March 2019

NEW IN BOARD

ISBN 9781454934493  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  
Board Book  •  30 pages (all in color)  •  7 × 7  
Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30     
Territory: US/Can/Philippines 
Sterling Children’s Books  •  February 2019

Big Little Hippo
by Valeri Gorbachev

A board version of the popular picture book, Big Little Hippo by superstar  
Valeri Gorbachev!

Little Hippo is the youngest in his family . . . and the smallest. Smaller than his 
parents, his siblings, and all his friends, too. And even though his mom promises 
he’ll grow, he wants to be big RIGHT NOW! But when he helps a creature even tinier 
than himself, Little Hippo learns that it’s the size of his heart that counts most of all.   

Key Selling Points

•  Marvelous read-aloud text that little ones will find easy to memorize  
and “read” to themselves

•  Great message: highlights the importance of kindness over  
superficial qualities

Valeri Gorbachev emigrated from his native Ukraine to the US in 1991, and now lives in NYC. He has 
written and/or illustrated more than 50 children’s books, including Sterling’s Rufus Goes to School, 
Rufus Goes to Sea, and Rufus Blasts O�, written by Kim T. Griswell.

Praise for the hardcover edition of Big Little Hippo:

“ A great selection to share with young children to show them that they are 'bigger’ than 
they believe and that their actions, big and small, do matter.” —School Library Journal

 “Sure to be a big hit at storytime for little ones.” —Kirkus

Sloth Slept On
by Frann Preston-Gannon

With its endearing, adorable, and huggable title character, group of intrepid 
children, and wildly humorous situation, this board book will appeal to kids!

Who's that sleeping in our tree? When a group of kids finds an animal happily 
napping in their backyard, they set out to discover what it is and where it belongs. 
As they search and search—never noticing the posters and articles about a sloth 
that's fled the zoo—they finally discover the identity of the snoozing creature. When 
sloth wakes up, it's in for a BIG surprise!

Key Selling Points

•  The picture book edition is our third book with award-winning author/
illustrator Frann Preston-Gannon

• Sloths are SO hot right now—and this one is particularly adorable!

Frann Preston-Gannon has worked freelance for a variety of clients that include: Vintage Books, 
Sunday Publishing, The PRCA, Spears Magazine, Pavilion Books, the Times, and Burt's Bees. She is 
the author and illustrator of The Journey Home (Pavilion Press), as well as How to Lose a Lemur and 
Dinosaur Farm (both Sterling). In April 2011, Frann became the first UK recipient of a Sendak Fellowship 
and spent a month living with and learning from the great master of illustration, Maurice Sendak, at his 
home in Connecticut. She was also awarded a bronze medal for her unpublished children's illustrations 
in the 3x3 Magazine annual competition. She lives in London.
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NEW IN BOARD

ISBN 9781454934301  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  
Board Book  •  28 pages (all in color)   
7 × 5 3⁄5  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 40  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  
March 2019

Almost Everybody Farts
by Marty Kelley

Grandmas fart. Teachers fart. Terrifying creatures fart. But . . . is there someone 
who DOESN’T fart? 

With sly humor, this fun board book looks at a subject that’s sure to make children 
laugh: farting. With silent farts, farts like horns, and rainbow farts from unicorns, 
Almost Everybody Farts comically captures the gassy scene. And only one person 
insists she’s fart-free: MOM! But is she? Kids will insist on reading this rhyming story 
again and again.

Key Selling Points

• New board edition of a picture book that sold more than 20,000 copies

• Hilarious read-aloud

• Sidesplitting illustrations

• Unicorns are on-trend

Writer and illustrator Marty Kelley lives in NH. His picture book,  Twelve Terrible Things (Tricycle 
Press), received a starred review in School Library Journal. Author Christopher Moore (Lamb: The Gospel 
According to Bi�) called it, “An inspired work of dark humor.” Marty is a popular speaker who visits 
between over 150 schools a year throughout New England and beyond. To learn more about Marty, 
visit martykelley.com.

NEW IN BOARD

ISBN 9781454932291  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  
Board Book  •  22 pages (all in color)   
7 × 7  •  Ages: 3 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 40  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books   
March 2019

Where Do Pants Go?
by Rebecca Van Slyke, illustrated by Chris Robertson

Where do shirts, pants, shoes, and other clothes go? This board edition  
of the popular picture book is perfect for little ones just learning how to  
dress themselves.

Where do pants go? Do they go on your head? No! This humorous story shows  
kids how to put on their clothes, from the underwear on their bottoms to the  
hats on their heads. But sometimes getting dressed doesn’t happen without a 
few fun missteps! These adorable toddlers and their dogs are sure to tickle every  
young reader.

Key Selling Points

• Humorous story that teaches kids how to dress themselves for the day

• Funny and delightful illustrations

Rebecca Van Slyke earned her MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults from Vermont College of 
Fine Arts. She writes picture books, easy readers, nonfiction, middle grade fiction, and poetry. She is 
the author of Mom School, Dad School, and Lexie, The Word Wrangler. She is on the advisory committee 
for the Western Washington SCBWI and leads a writing group in Bellingham, WA. Find her on Facebook 
or at her website rebeccavanslyke.com.

Chris Robertson is an author-illustrator from Pasadena, CA. He graduated from Cal State Northridge 
with a degree in illustration and spent 10 years freelancing for magazines and newspapers before 
becoming a storyboard artist for Nickelodeon Animation Studios. His most recent books are Harry and 
the Hot Lava, My Yellow Umbrella, I’ll Trade My Peanut-Butter Sandwich, and Little Miss Liberty.

Praise for the Almost Everybody Farts:
«" The ultimate blast of gassy, honest humor . . . The subject in itself will elicit giggles, 

and the ingenious, catchy, and simple rhyme will compound those. But it is the color 
illustrations . . . that are utterly priceless. A playful, punchy paean to the pervasive poot.”  
—Kirkus (Starred review)
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Also Available

A Home for Hare and Mouse
ISBN 9781910716656
$12.95  ($17.50 CAN)
Hardcover  •   8 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2
Territory: US/Can

Rosalinda Kightley was born in North London. She earned a degree in 
Graphic Design and Illustration and worked as a designer at Walker Books. 
Eventually she was commissioned to illustrate her first series of baby board 
books and has been painting, drawing, cutting, and gluing ever since. 

ISBN 9781910716564  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)  •  Hardcover   
22 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2  •  Ages: 3 to 6     
Territory: US/Can  •  Boxer Books  •  March 2019

Friends for Mouse
by Rosalinda Kightley

Is little Mouse big enough to have an adventure? Every 
small child will relate to this heartwarming story, with 
peekaboo cutouts on every page!

Mouse is sure that he’s big enough to explore all on 

his own. But he can’t reach the squirrels high up in 

the tree, fly like a butterfly, or swim with the splish-

splashing ducks. Just when he’s feeling sad and a 

little alone, his two friends Hare and Bear arrive— 

and Mouse realizes he’s exactly the right size to play 

with them!

Key Selling Points
•  Richly colored artwork accompanied by simple  

and e�ective text, die-cut/peekaboo holes, and 
adorable characters 

•  A wonderful board book with a strong preschool  
theme about the importance of friendship
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Also Available

Little Snowflake
ISBN 9788854412941
$12.95  ($17.50 CAN)
Board Book  •   7 5⁄8 × 10 5⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Antonio Bo� a is an illustrator and graphic designer who has won numerous 
awards both in Italy and abroad, including the "Lucca Comics Junior" 
International IllustratorsÈ Award in 2011 and 2012. He holds workshops in 
illustration and creativity for children in schools and institutes and has 
published numerous books.

ISBN 9788854412743  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)  •  Board Book
14 pages (all in color)  •  7 5⁄8 × 10 5⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP   
Territory: US/Can  •  White Star Kids  •  April 2019

 Little Bird
by Antonio Bo� a

Beautiful art, with flaps on every spread, will make this 
tale of a baby birds and how they learn to fly a favorite 
with children and parents.

Spring has arrived—and it's a special day at the nest. 

Baby birds are about to crack through their eggshells! 

Once they're born, mama and daddy will keep them 

safe. Then, come summer, the little birds will try 

their wings . . . and fly free in the sky! This simple, 

touching story makes a perfect read-aloud, and flaps 

throughout hide tiny surprises for kids to find.

Key Selling Points
•  A combination of beautiful story and interactive 

li¬ -the-flap book

• An early introduction to nature for young children
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ISBN 9781454930754  •  $8.95  ($11.95 CAN)  •  Board Book  •  18 pages  
(all in color)  •  7 × 7  •  Ages: 3 to 7  •  Carton Qty: 60  •   Territory: W   
Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

The American Museum of Natural History is one of the world’s preeminent 
scientific, educational, and cultural institutions. Since its founding in 1869, 
the Museum has pursued its mission—to discover, interpret, and share 
information about human cultures, the natural world, and the universe—
through a broad program of scientific research, education, and exhibition. 
Each year, millions of visitors experience the Museum’s 45 permanent 
exhibition halls, including the Rose Center for Earth and Space and the 
Hayden Planetarium. The Museum’s scientific collections contain more 
than 34 million specimens and artifacts, which are an invaluable resource 
for Museum scientists, for students in the Museum’s Richard Gilder 
Graduate School, and for researchers around the world. Visit amnh.org for 
more information.

1-2-3 Predators Bite!
An Animal Counting Book
by American Museum of Natural History, 
illustrated by Amy-Clare Barden

Watch out—these creatures BITE! This innovative novelty 
board book from the American Museum of Natural 
History combines counting with fascinating predators.

An appetizing follow-up to the popular  
1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite. 

Munch, crunch: look who’s coming to bite this book! 

Created with the American Museum of Natural 

History, 1-2-3 Predators Bite! invites kids to count 

along as a rattlesnake takes ONE die-cut bite; a 

toothy tiger takes TWO, and an eagle swoops down 

for THREE. Simple facts about each predator appear 

in the back matter, and a final spread reinforces 

counting skills with a 1-10 list.

Key Selling Points
•  Follow up to 1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite, which sold nearly 

25,000 copies

• Die-cut novelty will delight young readers

• Counting the bites adds educational element

• Artwork that’s both playful and gorgeous

•  Branded with the American Museum of Natural 
History and vetted by their experts  
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ABC Oceans
ISBN 9781454911951
$7.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W

ABC Insects
ISBN 9781454911944
$7.95  ($8.95 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W

ABC Birds
ISBN 9781454919865
$7.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W

ABC Dinosaurs
ISBN 9781402777158
$7.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W

ABC Animals
ISBN 9781454903864
$7.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W

1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite
ISBN 9781402777226
$6.95  ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  7 × 7
Territory: W

ABC Rainforest
ISBN 9781454917465
$7.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W

ABC Universe
ISBN 9781454914099
$7.95  ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book  •  10 × 10
Territory: W
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ISBN 9788854409989  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  14 pages (all in color)   
12 1⁄2 × 9  •  Ages: 4 and UP
Territory: US/Can  •  White Star Kids
March 2019

ISBN 9788854409996  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  14 pages (all in color)  •  12 1⁄2 × 9  
Ages: 4 and UP  •   Territory: US/Can 
White Star Kids  •  March 2019

Princess Fairy Tales
A Fun Puzzle Book
Illustrations by Francesca Rossi

Meet five of the most popular princesses in the fairy tale world: The Little Mermaid, 
Rapunzel, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, and Snow White. A¬er reading each 
enchanting story, children can work on solving a jigsaw puzzle that captures a 
dramatic moment from that tale.

Francesca Rossi has illustrated numerous children's books for White Star, including Who's Afraid of 
Witches?, Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?, Classic Fairy Tales by Charles Perrault, Classic Fairy Tales 
by the Brothers Grimm, Little Women, Gulliver’s Travels, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, and 
Around the World in Eighty Days.

Fairy Tale Adventures
A Fun Puzzle Book
Illustrations by Francesca Rossi

Children can go on fairy-tale adventures and enjoy solving puzzles, all with this 
unique book! It features five classic stories—Aladdin, Peter Pan, Alice in Wonderland, 
The Wizard of Oz, and Pinocchio—each accompanied by a jigsaw.

Key Selling Points

• Combines the magic of storytelling with puzzle play 

• Includes a board game on the last spread of the book for added fun

CLASSIC FAIRY TALES + PUZZLES AND GAMES = STORYTIME FUN!
These unique collections give children the joy of reading plus the fun of puzzle-solving . . . all in one.  

Each beloved fairy tale comes with a durable 48-piece, color-coded jigsaw puzzle for children to play with,  
and both books include an additional game at the end. To guide the youngest solvers, when the pieces  

are removed a picture of the finished puzzle serves as a helpful reference.

A FUN PUZZLE BOOK



early learning 
activity
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ISBN 9781910184479  •  $5.95  ($7.95 CAN)   
Paperback  •  32 pages (all in color)  
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP  
Carton Qty: 70  •   Territory: US/Can   
Scribblers  •  April 2019

Princess Sticker Book
by Margot Channing, illustrated by Ela Smietanka

What are a princess’s favorite things? Find out, in this beautifully illustrated book, 
complete with more than 350 reusable die-cut stickers! 

Join a diverse group of lovely princesses as they enjoy their favorite activities: 
riding on flying horses, going to a garden party, dressing up for a fancy 
birthday bash, attending a royal ball, and celebrating a wedding. Children 
can complete colorful scenes with more than 350 die-cut stickers, play  
“I spy” games on every page, and end with a treasure hunt. It’s absolutely magical!

Key Selling Points

• Bright, exciting scenes to be decorated with more than 350 reusable stickers

• Features 16 pages of full-color illustrations and 8 pages of stickers 

•  Questions around the edge of each page are a prompt for parents and 
children to look closely together at the illustrations

Ela Smietanka graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow, where she now lives and works. 
Her illustrations combine traditional and digital techniques. She has illustrated several children’s books  
and a number of textbooks.

ISBN 9781912537785  •  $5.95  ($7.95 CAN)  
Paperback  •  32 pages (all in color)  
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 and UP   
Carton Qty: 50  •   Territory: US/Can   
Scribblers  •  April 2019

Building Site Sticker Book
by Margot Channing, illustrated by Eva Sassin

From demolishing a building to constructing a skyscraper, this fun activity book—
with more than 250 stickers—shows children how things get built!

Excavate. Lay the foundation. Create beautiful bridges and structures. This colorful 
sticker book takes children right onto a construction site to follow the entire 
building process from start to finish. Kids can decorate every scene with some of 
the 250 stickers, and each spread features things to look for, find, and count. There 
are fun facts and questions throughout, and a treasure hunt activity encourages 
youngsters to spot additional things.

Key Selling Points

• Bright, exciting scenes to be decorated with more than 250 reusable stickers

• “I Spy” games encourage discussion and interaction

•  Questions around the edge of each page are a prompt to look deeper  
into the pictures 

• Ideal for visual learners

Margot Channing is an art school graduate with a certificate in Teacher Training. She now works on 
books for young children, mainly baby, novelty, and activity titles.

Eva Sassin is a freelance illustrator living and working in London.

Scribblers Fun Activity
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Airport Sticker Book
ISBN 9781910184219
$5.95  ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Ballet School Sticker Book
ISBN 9781912233168
$5.95  ($7.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Dinosaur Sticker Book
ISBN 9781909645875
$5.95  ($6.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Dolls’ House Sticker Book
ISBN 9781910184028
$5.95  ($6.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Emergency Vehicles 
Sticker Book
ISBN 9781912537181
$5.95  ($7.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Medieval Castle Sticker Book
ISBN 9781912537174
$5.95  ($7.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Pirate Sticker Book
ISBN 9781910184097
$5.95  ($6.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Rainforest Sticker Book
ISBN 9781912233175
$5.95  ($7.95 CAN)
Paperback    
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Also Available from Scribblers
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ISBN 9781909645936  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  
Paperback  •  48 pages (all in color)   
8 1⁄4 × 11 1⁄8  •  Ages: 5 and UP   
Carton Qty: 32  •   Territory: US/Can   
Scribblers  •  May 2019

ISBN 9781910706213  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  
Paperback  •  48 pages (all in color)   
8 1⁄4 × 11 1⁄8  •  Ages: 5 and UP   
Carton Qty: 32  •   Territory: US/Can   
Scribblers  •  May 2019

Dinosaur Sticker Activity Book
by Margot Channing, illustrated by Adam Pryce

Dinosaur fans will love this activity-packed book, featuring four pages with more 
than 100 stickers!

From feathered Sinornithosaurus and speedy Velociraptor to giant Brachiosaurus 
and flying Pteranodon, this activity-packed book will delight every dinosaur fan. 
Complete colorful pages with more than 100 stickers, use the “Fossil Clock” to 
discover when each dinosaur lived, play a Stegosaurus game, make dino footprints 
in many sizes, and more! Plus you get four press-out models—Diplodocus, 
Tyrannosaurus rex, Triceratops, and Pterodactyl.

Key Selling Points

•  Contains four pages with more than 100 stickers and four press-out  
dinosaur models 

• Dinosaur books sell well, and this one combines fun with facts

Adam Pryce is a freelance illustrator based in Manchester. He writes and illustrates his own books, 
designs card ranges that have been sold in Selfridges, and collaborates with animation companies such 
as Big Red Studio.

Knight Sticker Activity Book
by Margot Channing, illustrated by Mariann Maray

Return to the olden days of knights in shining armor with this fantastic activity 
book. More than 150 stickers plus push-out models make it super fun!  

Kids can find out all about knights and their world while playing games, making 
models, and decorating pages with stickers. They’ll learn all about coats of arms; 
use stickers to complete the king’s castle, so it’s well defended; design their own 
personal shield; and spot the di�erences between two pictures. The cool push-out 
models include two jousting knights on horseback! 

Key Selling Points

•  Contains four pages of stickers and press-out models: two knights in armor, 
two jousting knights on horseback, and a crowd of spectators 

• Games and activities for children to engage in

Margot Channing is an art school graduate with a certificate in Teacher Training. She now works on 
books for young children, mainly baby, novelty, and activity titles.

Mariann Máray is a children’s book illustrator from Hungary. She graduated from the Moholy-Nagy 
University of Art and Design in Budapest, and is the owner of Pikku Dot, a company that produces 
handmade, innovatively designed children’s products, such as furniture, toys, and art prints.
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ISBN 9781912006090  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)  
Hardcover with Jacket  •  88 pages  
(all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 3⁄8  •  Ages: 7 and UP  
Carton Qty: 20  •   Territory: US/Can   
Scribblers  •  May 2019

ISBN 9781912006700  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)  
Hardcover with Jacket  •  88 pages  
(all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 3⁄8  •  Ages: 7 and UP  
Carton Qty: 20  •   Territory: US/Can  
Scribblers  •  May 2019

Greek Myths (Volume Two)
by Jacqueline Morley

A second spellbinding anthology of seven beloved Greek myths!

Monsters. Giants. Fire-breathing serpents. Wicked sorceresses. These memorable 
and gripping Greek myths have all the stu� of fairy tales . . . and more. They’re 
retold in a picture-book format that’s perfect for younger readers, with captivating 
illustrations by several artists and simple, easy-to-follow text. Whether it’s Icarus’s 
doomed attempt at flight or the Trojan Horse and the fall of Troy, these exciting 
stories demand to be enjoyed again and again.

Key Selling Points

• Stunning color illustrations

• Easy-to-understand and engaging text

• Introduces young readers to ancient literature

• Features a glossary  

Viking Myths (Volume Two)
by Jacqueline Morley

Journey to the frozen north for this second captivating anthology of Viking myths!

Enter the world of Norse mythology, where you’ll find sea monsters, shape-
changers, and cunning, gold-hoarding underground dwarves. This second volume 
of Viking tales features more fantastical adventures, including Thor’s journey in the 
land of the giants, and Ragnarok, the apocalyptic battle of the gods, retold in a 
way that will engage very young readers. Di�erent illustrators bring their distinctive 
styles to each story.

Jacqueline Morley studied English at Oxford University and has taught English and History. She is the 
author of numerous books, including award-winning historical nonfiction titles for children. Her books 
have won several TES Senior Information book awards.

Greek Myths (Volume One)
ISBN 9781910706817
$12.95  ($17.50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket     
8 1⁄2 × 10 3⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Viking Myths (Volume One)
ISBN 9781911242482
$12.95  ($17.50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket     
8 1⁄2 × 10 3⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Also Available
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Aºer graduating with a degree in illustration from the IED in Milan, Claudia 

Bordin taught art in primary schools. She now works as an illustrator 
for various publishing houses and communication agencies, and also  
designs customized wedding stationery. Five years ago she founded 
Mondo • Mombo, her website (mondomombo.it).

The Atlas of Classic Tales
Illustrations by Claudia Bordin

Experience the world of eight classic fairy tales through 
gorgeously illustrated maps of the stories’ magical lands!

In every fairy tale, the main characters embark on a 

journey. Now, stunningly designed and detailed maps 

invite readers to join their adventures in an exciting 

new way. Thanks to the imaginative pen of Claudia 

Bordin, eight enchanting kingdoms come brilliantly to 

life so you can see the castles, villages, forests, and 

oceans where such beloved figures as Sinbad, Puss in 

Boots, and Little Red Riding Hood wander.

Key Selling Points
• A unique and visually innovative look at fairy tales 

• Follow-up to The Atlas of Fairy Tales

ISBN 9788854413016  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  48 pages  
(all in color)  •  8 1⁄8 × 11  •  Ages: 5 and UP   •  Territory: US/Can 
White Star Kids  •  April 2019

Also Available

The Atlas of Fairy Tales
ISBN 9788854411876
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover    
10 5⁄16 × 13 3⁄4
Territory: US/Can
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Aºer winning a scholarship to the European Institute of Design, Manuela 

Adreani worked for the Lastrego e Testa studio on a TV series produced by 
Italy's RAI television. As a freelance illustrator, she worked with Benchmark 
and Scholastic India and illustrated the volumes Alice in Wonderland, 
Pinocchio, Snow White, and The Wizard of Oz for White Star Kids. She 
was one of the winners of the illustration contest organized for the 130th 
anniversary of the creation of Pinocchio.

ISBN 9788854413535  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  80 pages  
(all in color)  •  9 7⁄16 × 11 3⁄4  •  Ages: 8 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 10 
Territory: US/Can  •  White Star Kids  •  April 2019

Bible Stories
Illustrated Stories from the Old Testament
Illustrations by Manuela Adreani

Introduce children to some of the most remarkable 
stories ever written: tales from the Old Testament, all 
stunningly illustrated by Manuela Adreani.

From God creating Earth to Daniel in the lion's den, 

this collection features 12 famous stories told in 

the Bible. Children will learn about Adam and Eve, 

Abraham, Moses, Joseph, and other protagonists 

of the Old Testament. Not only do these tales o�er 

lessons and advice, they're filled with incredible 

adventures, promises broken and kept, repentance 

and forgiveness, and faith and love.

Key Selling Points
•  Memorable figures of the most widely read book in 

the world come to life on the pages of this anthology

• Text adapted for young readers 

• Beautiful artwork by a world-renowned illustrator
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Stella Caldwell studied English Literature at the University of Edinburgh, 
and worked in book publishing as an editor—including of the number-one 
New York Times bestseller, Pirates. The children’s books she has written 
include Beastworld, The Gloriumptious Worlds of Roald Dahl, and Explore 
360: The Tomb of Tutankhamun.

ISBN 9781783124008  •  $12.95  •  Paperback  •  72 pages  
(150 color & b/w illus.)  8 7⁄8 × 8 7⁄8  •  Ages: 8 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30       
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids  •  May 2019

The Book of Dragons
Secrets of the Dragon Domain
by Stella Caldwell

This gorgeous book, with glorious CGI art, brings mighty 
and ancient dragons to life.

So few have seen a dragon—and yet we all know of 

this elusive and mythic creature. But this magnificent 

folio is the next-best thing to meeting a real one. Rich 

in legend and lore, it transports readers to the heart of 

the dragon world, o�ering dramatic details of dragon 

anatomy, rare dragon memorabilia, precious dragon 

secrets, and stunning images of di�erent species.

Key Selling Points
• Reissue of Secrets of the Dragonworld in a smaller 

format and with a lower price

•  Filled with lavish CGI artworks that breathe life into 
these mighty and ancient creatures

•  The book has a gallery-like approach, showcasing 
teeth, scales, talons, and much more from these 
fascinating creatures as if behind glass and part of  
a major exhibition

•  Profile spreads of scary, mythical, beautiful, and 
fascinating dragons give in-depth information for 
readers who want to dig further
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ISBN 9781454929918  •  $9.95  ($13.50 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  32 pages (all in color) 
8 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2  •  Ages: 5 to 8  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

 Do Tigers Stay Up Late?
. . . and Other Tiger-ific Questions
by Mary Kay Carson

Does a tiger purr? Could it win a marathon? And would it make a good pet? Using a 
helpful Q&A format, Do Tigers Stay Up Late? tells children all they ever wanted to 
know about  these magnificent creatures, from what they weigh to whether they 
swim. Filled with stunning photographs and cool information, this book is sure to 
become a favorite of every young animal lover.

Mary Kay Carson has written more than 50 nonfiction books for kids, including several titles in Houghton 
MiÆ  in Harcourt’s award-winning Scientists in the Field series, such as The Park Scientists and The Bat 
Scientists, an ALA’s 2011 Notable Children’s Books for Middle Readers. Her book Exploring the Solar 
System received the 2009 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Children’s Literature 
Award, and the State Library of Ohio selected Beyond the Solar System as a “Choose to Read Ohio” book 
for 2015 and 2016. She lives in Cincinnati, OH. Learn more about her at marykaycarson.com and follow 
her on twitter @marykaycarson.

ISBN 9781454929925  •  $9.95  ($13.50 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  32 pages (all in color)
8 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2  •  Ages: 5 to 8  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

 Do Sharks Glow in the Dark?
. . . and Other Shark-tastic Questions
by Mary Kay Carson

What do you want to know about shark life? With a fun Q&A format and eye-catching 
photographs, Do Sharks Glow in the Dark? tells you everything! Are sharks fish? Are 
there any that live in lakes? Did dinosaurs ever battle sharks? Do sharks glow in the 
dark? And do sharks have skin or scales? This is one book kids will return to again 
and again. 

Key Selling Points

•  In the style of the popular Good Question! series and a natural follow-up to 
that series for younger kids

•  Illustrated with eye-catching photographs that kids will love

• Nonfiction topics appeal to teachers and librarians

Packed with fantastic photographs and fabulous facts, this fun new 
series answers the basic questions that young kids like to ask! 

6 7

Are sharks fish? 

YES! Sharks are ocean fish that are carnivores. That 
means they eat meat. Earth’s seas are home to 

hundreds of kinds of sharks. 
Shark bodies are built for underwater hunting. Sharp 

eyes spot prey. Powerful tails turn on the speed. Pointy teeth 
munch down. What predator power!

Do they have bones?  

NOPE. The skeleton of a shark isn’t bone. It’s 
made of tough, bendable cartilage. 

That’s the same stuff that gives your nose and ears their shape.

20 21

Do sharks have permanent teeth?

NOPE! Shark teeth don’t last long. They  
get used up, fall out, and are 

replaced . . . over and over again! Shark mouths are filled 
with rows of teeth that are like conveyor belts. Shiny, 
sharp, new ones are always replacing dull old ones. 

A shark might go through thousands of teeth during 
its lifetime. Some sharks use up a whole set of teeth 
almost every week!
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Matt Weiss is an award-winning photographer, journalist, dive expedition 
organizer, and filmmaker. He is the author of Sterling’s Please Be Nice 
To Sharks, and has also contributed to many international publications, 
including Sport Diving Magazine, National Geographic, and Asian 
Geographic. When he’s not in the ocean diving with sharks and other 
undersea creatures, he’s the publisher of DivePhotoGuide.com, the world’s 
largest underwater photography publication. Matt lives in Brooklyn, NY.

Also Available

Please Be Nice to Sharks
ISBN 9781454917489
$12.95  ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover  •   10 × 8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454923800  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  32 pages 
(all in color)  •  10 × 8  •  Ages: 6 to 10  •  Carton Qty: 32  •   Territory: W  
Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

 Clownfi sh Aren’t So Funny
Fascinating facts about Some of the Ocean's Most 
Misunderstood Creatures
by Matt Weiss

Dive in and enjoy these surprising stories about the 
ocean's smallest creatures!

While sharks, whales, and dolphins get the attention, 

the real underwater drama happens in the nooks and 

crannies of coral reefs. Some of the coolest critters 

there are no bigger than a golf ball, stay hidden from 

plain sight, and are real killers. Featuring absolutely 

stunning close-up photography, Clownfish Aren’t 

So Funny tells the compelling stories of the ocean’s 

smaller, but still deadly, inhabitants.

Don’t Bug the Insects
ISBN 9781454921370
$12.95  ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover  •   10 × 8
Territory: W

Key Selling Points
• Incredible original photographs of ocean animals

•  Important message of conservation and 
environmental responsibility

• Educational and funny 
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ISBN 9781912537747  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  48 pages (all in color) 
10 1⁄4 × 11 1⁄2  •  Ages: 7 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 18 
Territory: US/Can  •  Book House  
March 2019

NEW IN PAPERBACK

ISBN 9781783124510  •  $11.95  •  Paperback   
64 pages (all in color)  •  9 × 10 
Ages: 8 and UP  •  Territory: US Only 
Carlton Kids    •  March 2019

Sharks
Get Up Close to Nature’s Fiercest Predators
by Ben Hubbard

Meet the most awe-inspiring creatures on Earth through spectacular CGI art and 
incredible stories.

Get up close to some of the ocean’s fiercest creatures: sharks. From great whites 
to goblin and tiger sharks, here are the most fascinating species in amazing detail, 
presented by a marine biologist. With dramatic CGI artworks, firsthand accounts  
of shark sightings and tagging, in-depth profiles, information about conservation, 
and brilliant facts, this book has everything you want to know about these  
ferocious hunters.

Key Selling Points

•  CGI artwork lets you see sharks up close, fighting and breaking through a 
diver cage!

•  Firsthand accounts written from the perspective of a marine biologist add to 
the exciting feel

•  Feature profiles of top shark species: great white, hammerhead, goblin, tiger, 
bull, and megamouth sharks 

• Looks at the dangers of extinction and shark conservation

Ben Hubbard is a nonfiction author with a lifelong fascination for sharks. Ben has more than 40 books 
to his name, including Carlton’s The Museum of Science and Industry Handbook and the 2014 FIFA World 
Cup Kids’ Handbook.

Life-Sized Bugs
by John Townsend

Meet the world’s most fascinating creepy-crawlies—in their real-life size! 

From the Asian tiger mosquito and bombardier beetle to the large blue butterfly 
and goliath birdeater spider—shown in a spectacular gatefold—this eye-opening 
guide presents to-scale images of the biggest, scariest bugs on the planet. Salient 
facts about the various creepy-crawlies accompany the amazing pictures, along 
with maps showing where they're found globally and graphic comparisons of how 
every type compares to the average human hand.

Key Selling Points

• Covers a STEM subject

•  Stunning to-scale images plus bite-sized, engaging, and informative text  
with multiple entry points

• Encourages children to explore their local wildlife 

• Includes a glossary and index

John Townsend worked as a teacher before becoming a children's book writer. He specializes in  
fun, exciting, informative books for reluctant readers, as well as fast-paced fiction and "fiction with 
facts" books.

Also Available

Life-Sized Animal Tracks
ISBN 9781912006106
$14.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover 
10 1⁄4 × 11 1⁄2
Territory: US/Can
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ISBN 9781783122547  •  $14.95  
Hardcover-Padded  •  32 pages (all in color)  
10 1⁄4 × 9  •  Ages: 7 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 24   
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids
March 2019

ISBN 9781783122554  •  $14.95  
Hardcover-Padded  •  32 pages (all in color)  
10 1⁄4 × 9  •  Ages: 7 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 24   
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids
March 2019

 Extinct Animals
Unleash Augmented Reality Prehistoric Beasts!
by Camilla de la Bédoyère

Watch extinct animals come back to life through the power of AR!

Past and future meet in this amazing high-tech book about earth’s most fascinating 
vanished creatures. Eleven fact-filled profiles reveal when each animal lived, what 
it ate, its size and habitat, and other extraordinary features. Simply open the app 
on your smartphone or tablet to trigger the AR magic and see a woolly mammoth, 
Pteranodon, and the huge sea monster called Predator X!

Camilla de la Bédoyère is a hugely popular children’s nonfiction author, specializing in the natural 
world. She has written more than 200 books for children and adults. Camilla is also a literacy teacher 
at a large London high school, working with children and young people who find reading di½  cult. She 
is a Fellow of the Zoological Society of London. Previous titles include 100 Facts: Rainforest and Micro 
Monsters (iExplore).

 Predators
Unleash Huge Augmented Reality Beasts
by Camilla de la Bédoyère

Unleash the beasts with the magic of AR!

Meet some of earth’s most ferocious animals—from the safety of home! Just open 
the app on your smartphone or tablet and digital magic will bring 11 creatures right 
into your room, including a great white shark, lion, rattlesnake, and grizzly bear. 
Profiles of each beast provide plenty of information, including how it hunts, what 
weapons and tactics it uses to defeat its prey, and where it lives.

Key Selling Points

•  Use the controls in the app to see these creatures come to life in 
their real-life size

•  Snappy facts and bite-sized stats about these fascinating animals 
make these the perfect books for reluctant readers

•  Click on the app’s NEW iExplore feature window to access complementary 
educational content, featuring facts, stats, quizzes, and much more

iEXPLORE

unting in a grassy  eld  a rattlesnake senses 
the presence of another animal. It prepares to 
strike and, in a split-second, lunges with open 
jaws and venomous fangs.

RATTLESNAKE

Heat detectors 
A rattlesnake, like other pit vipers, can build up a picture of 
its prey using special senses. It has heat-sensitive pits 
between its nostrils and its eyes, and uses these to detect 
the warmth of another animal’s body. It also ° icks its tongue 
to taste the air and smell, and its long, sensitive body can 
feel the vibrations made by its prey moving nearby.

Vicious vipers 
Rattlesnakes belong to a group of snakes 
called vipers. Their long, slender fangs are 
hinged so they can be folded up into the 
snake’s mouth. Some vipers lay eggs, but 
rattlesnakes give birth to up to 20 baby 
snakes at a time.

LOCATION
Hot, dry places in North America

 Up to 200 cm long

Main prey
Birds and small 
mammals

SIZE

Big Bite
Snakes can open their jaws so 
wide they can swallow their prey 
whole. They can even eat animals 
bigger than themselves!

FAST FACTS
Latin name  Crotalus atrox

North 
America

Instant death 
A rattlesnake bites its prey and, in just half 
a second, venom ° ows through its hollow 
fangs and into the victim’s ° esh, where it gets 
to work immediately. The snake can control 
how much venom it pumps into a victim so it 
delivers just the right amount for a quick death. 
A rattlesnake only needs to eat every 2 to 3 weeks. 

See a rattlesnake 
strike out towards

YOU in lifesize! 

PREDATOR 
ACTIVATION PAGE

EXTINCT
ANIMALS

ACTIVATION PAGE

FLYING HIGH
The Pteranodon is probably the most famous of all the 
pterosaurs. It soared above the oceans, using its large 
eyes to look for �sh to eat. It could �ap its wings, but it 
saved energy by soaring on the wind to travel great 
distances at speed. It used its long, slender beak to scoop 
�sh out of the water. On land, it walked on all four limbs.

TERRIFYING  
AND TOOTHLESS
Despite their bird-like appearance and �ying skills, 
pterosaurs were not the ancestors of modern birds. 
Some had scales, while others had fur. Most 
pterosaurs had many teeth in their beak-like 
mouths, but Pteranodon was toothless. 

When dinosaurs were masters of the Earth,  
massive flying reptiles ruled the skies. Known  
as pterosaurs, these animals were wiped out  
in the mass extinction that also saw the end  
of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago.

 NAME:  Pteranodon
 SAY:  te-ran-oh-don
 TYPE:  Flying reptile
 WHERE:  North America  
  and Europe

WHEN:    Late Cretaceous   
                 Epoch 
 
SIZE:

GIGANTIC  
BUT GRACEFUL
Appearances can be deceptive, and the huge size of  
a Pteranodon makes it look heavy. In fact, like other 
pterosaurs, it had big bones but they were hollow. This 
made it much easier for the animal to get airborne. 

A male’s crest was as long 
as the rest of its skull.

Its wings were made 
of a leathery, skin-
like membrane.Pteranodon walked  

using its wings.

WIPEOUT!

85 
million  

years ago

CRAZY CREST
One of the great mysteries that 
surrounds Pteranodon is why it had  
a long, slender skull crest. Males had 
longer crests than females, so scientists 
think they may have played a part at 
mating time – just like the colourful 
feathers displayed by many modern 
male birds, such as peacocks. 

PTERANODON
VITAL STATS

BRING IT BACK TO LIFE!
Make a terrifying Pteranodon 

soar around your room.

8 metres
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My Perfect Puppy
ISBN 9781783123476

My Little Pony
ISBN 9781783122455

Micro Monsters
ISBN 9781783122561

Into Deep Space
ISBN 9781783122318

iRobot
ISBN 9781783122707
Hardcover  •  $12.95  (NCR)

Jurassic World Special Edition
ISBN 9781783122660

Bugs
ISBN 9781783122530

The Brain
ISBN 9781780978901

Battling Dinosaurs
ISBN 9781783122462
Hardcover  

Ocean Monsters
ISBN 9781783122332

Transformers: Robots in Disguise
ISBN 9781783122431
Hardcover  

ALL TITLES ARE: $14.95 (NCR) •  Hardcover-Padded (except where noted) •  10 1⁄4 × 9  •  Territory: US Only

Also Available from iEXPLORE

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
ISBN 9781783123643
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 Why Do Things Fall Down?
by Harriet Blackford, illustrated by Mike Henson

If the earth is round, why don’t we all just fall o�  and float 

away? The answer is gravity, and budding scientists can 

find out how it works and why it’s so important.

ISBN 9781912757084   $12.95 ($17.50 CAN)   
Hardcover  •  32 pages (all in color)  •  9 × 9   
Ages: 3 to 5  •  Territory: US/Can
Boxer Books  •  May 2019

ISBN 9781912757046  •  $12.95 ($17.50 CAN)   
Hardcover  •  32 pages (all in color)  •  9 × 9   
Ages: 3 to 5  •  Territory: US/Can 
Boxer Books  •  May 2019

STEM FUN FOR SMART TOTS!
Meet Mia, Isla, Oscar, and Seb: the TechTots! They’re the four engaging characters created by 

Harriet Blackford to introduce very young children to STEM concepts in a planned 12-book series. 
Through easy-to-read stories, simple language, and fun-to-do experiments—all enhanced by 

Mike Henson’s humorous illustrations—fascinating subjects come alive for preschoolers.  

 Why Do We Poop?
by Harriet Blackford, illustrated by Mike Henson

Everybody poops! But why? This fun book explores the 

process of digestion, what happens when we eat, and the 

waste that’s le¬  over.

58
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 What Is a Rainbow?
by Harriet Blackford, illustrated by Mike Henson

Everyone loves looking at rainbows—but what exactly 

are they? How are they created? This book takes a first 

look at the science behind color and light.

ISBN 9781912757022   $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)   
Hardcover  •  32 pages (all in color)  •  9 × 9   
Ages: 3 to 5  • Territory: US/Can   
Boxer Books  •  May 2019

 Where Does the Sun Go?
by Harriet Blackford, illustrated by Mike Henson

Why is it light during the day and dark at night? Kids 

can find out, and learn all about how our Earth revolves 

round the sun.   

ISBN 9781912757060   $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)   
Hardcover  •  32 pages (all in color)  •  9 × 9   
Ages: 3 to 5  • Territory: US/Can  
Boxer Books  •  May 2019

KEY SELLING POINTS
•  Perfect STEM titles for preschoolers, who 

can explore interesting questions through 
fun characters

•  Includes safe, fun experiments to do at home 

• Great for curious toddlers

Harriet Blackford is a school science technician who earned her 
degree in Zoology from the University of London where she worked 
in the zoology department. She has written many nonfiction 
books for children, including Tiger’s Story and Elephant’s Story 
for Boxer Books.

Mike Henson grew up in South Africa and went on to study Visual 
Communication. He has been working in children’s publishing 
ever since he graduated. He now lives by the sea in Hampshire, 
England, with his wife and two children.
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ISBN 9788854412750  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  64 pages (all in color) 
9 3⁄8 × 11 7⁄8  •  Ages: 7 and UP     
Territory: US/Can  •  White Star Kids
April 2019

ISBN 9788854412767  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  64 pages (all in color) 
9 3⁄8 × 11 7⁄8  •  Ages: 7 and UP  
Territory: US/Can  •  White Star Kids
April 2019

The World of Butterflies
Text by Rita Mabel Schiavo, illustrations by Giulia De Amicis

How does an awkward caterpillar turn into a graceful butterfly?  
Find out all about these magical insects and how they survive!

Butterflies are among the most beautiful of insects, and this book takes you on 
a fantastic journey into their secret world. Find out about all the di�erent types 
and their physiology, lifespan, social behavior, complicated patterning, and defense 
strategies. You’ll even learn how to raise them and create a magnificent butterfly 
garden. Detailed illustrations showcase the many varieties, from the monarch to 
the brimstone.

Key Selling Points

•  Learn how a caterpillar transitions into a magnificent butterfly, about the 
di�erent types of butterflies and moths, about the intelligent defense 
strategies of these apparently fragile insects, as well as the positive and 
negative relationship they have had and have with humans . . .  
and much more!

•  Includes instructions on how to raise your own butterflies and how to lure 
these small, magical creatures into your garden every day

Rita Mabel Schiavo graduated from the University of Milan with a degree in biological sciences. She 
is one of the founding members and directors of ADM—Associazione Didattica Museale (Teaching in 
Museums Association)—and ADMaiora, which both focus on education and learning in museums, natural 
parks, sanctuaries, and exhibits. 

Giulia De Amicis has a master's degree in Design and has worked as a designer and illustrator for small 
studios, newspapers, and ENGOs (environmental non-governmental organizations). She currently 
works and lives in Brighton, UK. For White Star, she illustrated Space Explorers.

The World of Bees
Text by Cristina Banfi, illustrations by Giulia De Amicis

The World of Bees helps you get to know these special insects up close!

From pollination and social structure to swarming and the nest, The World of Bees 
o�ers an up-close view of these complex insects! Beautiful illustrations and brief, 
informative chapters explore such topics as bee anatomy, the secret way they 
communicate, the role of the queen and her workers, the predators they face, and 
how to defeat the dangers that threaten these invaluable creatures.

Key Selling Points

• Bees—and their survival—are a hot topic right now

•  The book also takes a journey back in time to where and how the relationship 
between man and bee was born and retraces the history of raising bees as far 
back as the Stone Age

Cristina Banfi graduated in Natural Sciences at the Università degli Studi di Milano and has taught in a 
number of scholastic institutes. She is a founding member of the Museum Didactic Association (ADM) 
and ADMaiora. For White Star she has written The Big Book of Giant Animals, The Little Book of Tiny 
Animals and The World of Dinosaurs, and cowrote Discover the World of Bugs.

Giulia De Amicis has a master's degree in Design and has worked as a designer and illustrator for small 
studios, newspapers, and ENGOs (environmental non-governmental organizations). She currently 
works and lives in Brighton, UK. For White Star, she illustrated Space Explorers.
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Also Available

How Long Is a Whale?
ISBN 9781910716212
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover  •   9 7⁄8 × 9 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Alison Limentani has a degree in Animal Behavior and worked as a 
zookeeper before training as a veterinary nurse. Her first picture book (How 
Much Does a Ladybug Weigh?) was published to great acclaim, making the 
New York Public Library’s Best Books for Kids list in 2016. She is also the 
author of How Long Is a Whale? and How Tall Was a T.rex?

How Far Can a Kangaroo Jump?
by Alison Limentani

1 kangaroo jump = 2 ringtailed lemur leaps.  
Have you ever wondered just how far animals can jump? 

Understanding numbers and distance is easy with 

this fun book of animal facts! These cool comparisons 

explain it all—from tiny grasshopper hurdles and 

coyote vaults to the world’s best pouncer: the snow 

leopard! You’ll even see how many leaps each 

one needs to circle the globe. With its delightful 

illustrations, this fun book makes it easy to understand 

numbers and distance.

ISBN 9781910716816  •  $17.95  ($24.50 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  32 pages  
(all in color)  •  9 7⁄8 × 9 7⁄8  •  Ages: 3 to 6  •  Territory: US/Can   
Boxer Books  •  June 2019

PRAISE FOR OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIES: 

How Much Does a Ladybug Weigh? 
" This fun, quirky book uses counting to introduce the concept of 
weight to beginning readers. . . . Each spread pairs two unlikely 
but true weights. . . . counting down to a surprising, satisfying 
ending.” —School Library Journal

“ ... this elegant picture-book exploration of math . . . truly speaks 
to the intended audience . . . powerful inspiration for exploring 
the natural world outside.” —Booklist

How Much Long Is a Whale? 
“ . . . the sheer size of the planet’s largest  animal is awe-
inspiringly clear in [Limentani’s] stunning presentation. . . . 
The uncommonly good combination of animals, relative size, 
and light math makes this a great cross-curriculum use in 
classrooms.” —Book Links

How Tall Was T. Rex? 
“  . . . another fact-filled and playful look at animal subjects and 
relative size . . . the illustrations capture the cozy, consistent 
allure of dinosaurs to the target audience, while the factual 
content comes in a digestible amount for readers to take away.” 
—Publishers Weekly  

How Much Does a Ladybug Weigh?
ISBN 9781910716113
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover  •   9 7⁄8 × 9 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

How Tall Was a T.rex?
ISBN 9781910716571
$16.95  ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover  •   9 7⁄8 × 9 7⁄8
Territory: US/Can

Key Selling Points
• Fourth title in this spectacular nonfiction picture-book 

series with superb reviews 

• Explores measurement, comparisons, and key math 
topics included in STEM

• All facts were checked with the Natural History 
Museum in the UK and the American Museum of 
Natural History

• Limentani’s first picture book was shortlisted for 
Cambridgeshire Libraries’ Read It Again award and 
made the New York Public Library’s Best Books for 
Kids list in 2016
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Baby Dolphin’s First Swim
ISBN 9781454922360
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)

The American Museum of Natural History is one of the world’s preeminent 
scientific, educational, and cultural institutions. Since its founding in 1869, 
the Museum has pursued its mission—to discover, interpret, and share 
information about human cultures, the natural world, and the universe—
through a broad program of scientific research, education, and exhibition. 
Each year, millions of visitors experience the Museum’s 45 permanent 
exhibition halls, including the Rose Center for Earth and Space and the 
Hayden Planetarium. The Museum’s scientific collections contain more 
than 34 million specimens and artifacts, which are an invaluable resource 
for Museum scientists, for students in the Museum’s Richard Gilder 
Graduate School, and for researchers around the world. Visit amnh.org for 
more information.

ISBN 9781454933441  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover with Jacket 
32 pages (all in color)  •  10 × 10  •  Ages: 3 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 30   
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  •  July 2019

Baby Lions Join the Pride
by American Museum of Natural History

Come along and meet two adorable lion cubs in this 
nonfiction picture book from the American Museum of 
Natural History!

Follow two lion cubs and see how they grow from 

four-pound babies into full-grown adults with 

families of their own. The siblings wrestle, play, and 

learn to hunt; later, the male will join a new pride, 

while the female stays with her mother and aunts. 

Developed with the American Museum of Natural 

History, this nonfiction picture book features 

beautiful nature photography and an engaging, kid-

pleasing narrative!

Baby Elephant Joins the Herd
ISBN 9781454932123
$16.95  ($22.95 CAN)

Baby Panda Chews Bamboo
ISBN 9781454927402
$16.95  ($22.95 CAN)

Wolf Pups Join the Pack
ISBN 9781454922377
$14.95  ($16.95 CAN)

Baby Penguin’s First Waddles
ISBN 9781454927013
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)

Key Selling Points
•  Developed and branded with the American 

Museum of Natural History, the foremost  
natural history experts

•  A continuation of our AMNH First Discoveries 
series, which includes Wolf Pups Join the Pack, 
Baby Dolphin’s First Swim, Baby Penguin’s First 
Waddles, Baby Panda Chews Bamboo, and Baby 
Elephant Joins the Herd

• Introduction to nonfiction for young readers

•  Educates young readers about lions in an 
accessible and engaging way; the story is filled 
with lion facts and images 

• Perfect gi¬ for young animal lovers

ALL TITLES ARE: Hardcover with Jacket •  10 × 10  •  Territory: WALSO AVAILABLE
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The American Museum of Natural History is one of the world’s preeminent 
scientific, educational, and cultural institutions. Since its founding in 1869, 
the Museum has pursued its mission—to discover, interpret, and share 
information about human cultures, the natural world, and the universe—
through a broad program of scientific research, education, and exhibition. 
Each year, millions of visitors experience the Museum’s 45 permanent 
exhibition halls, including the Rose Center for Earth and Space and the 
Hayden Planetarium. The Museum’s scientific collections contain more 
than 34 million specimens and artifacts, which are an invaluable resource 
for Museum scientists, for students in the Museum’s Richard Gilder 
Graduate School, and for researchers around the world. Visit amnh.org for 
more information.

Secrets of Our Nation’s Capital
ISBN 9781454920038

ISBN 9781454921998  •  $8.95  ($11.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  160 pages 
4 5⁄8 × 7 1⁄8  •  Ages: 6 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 48  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  March 2019

 Secrets of the American Museum 
of Natural History
Weird and Wonderful Facts about America’s Natural 
History Museum

Take a behind-the scenes look at the world-famous 
American Museum of Natural History!

It has millions of visitors, renowned exhibits, and 

one of the largest collections of dinosaur fossils 

anywhere—and now kids can enjoy a special behind-

the-scenes look at the amazing American Museum 

of Natural History. This stunning book showcases 

fascinating, little-known details and secrets known 

only to insiders! With incredible information and 

photos, it truly brings the Museum to life.

Key Selling Points
•  An insider's view of the American Museum of Natural 

History, the foremost natural history experts

• Loaded with behind-the-scenes facts

•  Easy to read, digestible tidbits make the 
book perfect for reluctant readers

•  The museum is home to one of the world's largest 
collection of dinosaur fossils

Marketing & Publicity Campaign
• National print and online publicity campaign

• Digital focus on history websites and blogs

•  Cross-promotion on AMNH’s website and 
social media platforms

• Trade and consumer advertising

Secrets of Walt Disney World
ISBN 9781454908142

Secrets of Disneyland
ISBN 9781454908135

Secrets of the National Parks
ISBN 9781454920045

ALL TITLES ARE: $8.95  ($10.95 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  4 5⁄8 × 7 1⁄8  •  Territory: WALSO AVAILABLE
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Also Available

Crushing the Common App Essay
ISBN 9781411479104
$14.95  ($19.95 CAN)
Paperback  •  5 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2
Territory: W

Joy Jones has taught creative writing and public speaking to middle school 
students and coached poetry slam teams. Her children’s book Tambourine  
Moon (Simon & Schuster) was chosen in 2000 as a Kid’s Pick of the Lists 
by the American Booksellers Association, selected as one of the best 
books for children by the black caucus of the ALA, and seen on Fox TV’s 
hit show The Bernie Mac Show. She is also the author of Private Lessons: 
A Book of Meditations for Teachers (Andrews McMeel) and a contributor 
to the anthology Days I Moved Through Ordinary Sounds: The Teachers of 
WritersCorps in Poetry and Prose. Joy is the director of The Spoken Word, 
a performance poetry ensemble. Recently, she helped launch 12 Tweets at 
12 Noon, an entertainment feature for Twitter. She lives in Washington, DC. 
Visit her on the web at joyjonesonline.com.

ISBN 9781454931812  •  $14.95  ($19.95 CAN)  •  Paperback  •  176 pages  
(all in 2-color)  •  5 1⁄2 × 8 1⁄2  •  Ages: 12 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 10 
Territory: W  •   SparkNotes  •  May 2019

Find Your Voice
A Teen’s Guide to Public Speaking
by Joy Jones

Scared of speaking in public? You’re not alone! This 
accessible guide, written by a former teacher and poetry 
slam coach, will help tweens and teens find their voice!

Written by a former teacher and poetry slam coach, 

Find Your Voice helps tweens and teens feel more 

comfortable and confident in front of a crowd. With 

a funny, friendly, slightly irreverent approach, Jones 

covers it all: how to write your speech, deliver it, 

use any necessary audiovisual equipment, and even 

troubleshoot when things go wrong.

Key Selling Points
•  A great addition to the SparkNotes line, comparable  

to Crushing the Common App Essay

•  Addresses a common fear young people have; there 
are not many other books on the market like this

•  A former middle school teacher, poetry slam coach, 
and performer who works closely with teens from 
all di�erent backgrounds, Joy Jones has the right 
experience to author this book
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Joy Jones’ Top Five Public Speaking Tips
•  If you feel scared when you think about public 

speaking, redefine that feeling. It is not stage fright— 
it is stage excitement

•  Prepare, prepare, prepare.  Practice everything 
from maintaining good posture to pronouncing any 
tricky words, whether it’s in front of a friend, a family 
member, or just in the mirror

•  Take a hike, Mike. Find other things to do when you’re 
struggling with writer’s block or feeling nervous 
before a speech

•  Check your equipment! Make sure any audio or visual 
materials you’ll be using are working perfectly before 
you start

•  Before you make a mistake, think of the three As: 
Anticipate, Adapt, and move on Ahead
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NEW IN PAPERBACK

ISBN 9781783123957    
$14.95  •  Paperback 
80 pages (all in color)   
9 × 10 5⁄16 
Ages: 8 and UP 
Carton Qty: 25   
Territory: US Only 
Carlton Kids  
April 2019

Ultimate Cars
The World’s Most Amazing Speed Machines
by Clive Gi�ord

This super-visual guide gives kids the lowdown on car science 
basics—and the most original standout autos, too! 

Young auto enthusiasts will love this high-octane book! It has 
the scoop on the hottest cars and the science behind them, 
from supremely stylish sports classics to the latest in full-
throttle supercars and hypercars, phenomenally fast record-
breaking land vehicles, and envelope-pushing future creations. 
High-impact spreads deliver need-to-know information about 
individual models that will satisfy fans.

Clive Gi�ord is an award-winning author of over 150 books for children and 
adults. These include Eye Benders: The Science of Seeing and Believing, 
winner of the prestigious Royal Society Young People’s Book Prize in 2014, 
and Cool Technology, which won the School Library Association Information 
Book Award 2013.

Mega Machine Record Breakers
by Anne Rooney

From a giant crane that can liº 11 blue whales to a space 
probe that's traveled more than 10 million miles (and 
counting), these are the world’s biggest, fastest, and most 
powerful vehicles!

What’s the speediest sportscar? The sneakiest spy plane? 
And . . . the fastest sofa? From the smallest sub and 
deepest diver to the largest jumbo jet and most powerful 
rocket, these mega machines are record setters! With 
lively photos on every spread, and pages filled with fun 
facts about haulers, gliders, monster trucks, and more, this 
collection of extreme vehicles will delight techno-loving kids!   

REISSUE

ISBN 9781783124466   
$14.95  •  Paperback 
112 pages (all in color) 
8 1⁄16 × 10 9⁄16 
Ages: 8 and UP
Carton Qty: 25  
Territory: US Only 
Carlton Kids  
March 2019

REISSUE

ISBN 9781783124459  
$14.95  •  Paperback   
112 pages (all in color)    
8 1⁄16 × 10 9⁄16   
Ages: 8 and UP 
Carton Qty: 25  
Territory: US Only    
Carlton Kids   
March 2019

Space Record Breakers
by Anne Rooney

The entire universe is in this book—and budding astronauts 
and astronomers will be captivated! 

What planet has the most moons? Who was the first woman in 
space? Where is the nearest star—and how long would it take 
to get there? These record-breaking facts take the wonders of 
the cosmos and space exploration and make them fascinating, 
fun, and understandable to kids.

Anne Rooney writes nonfiction for children and adults, and fiction for 
children, many on science and technology. She has taught at the Universities 
of Cambridge and York, and has been a Royal Literary Fund Fellow and Lector.
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ISBN 9781454926917  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket  •  48 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8  
Ages: 5 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  February 2019

Laurie Wallmark has degrees in Biochemistry from Princeton 
University, Information Systems from Goddard College. 
Her debut book was Ada Byron Lovelace and the Thinking 
Machine (Creston Books); Grace Hopper won several awards, 
including Gold Honor at the Spring 2017 Parent’s Choice 

Awards. Laurie lives in NJ. Twitter: @lauriewallmark.

With a BFA in Illustration and Entertainment Arts from 

Pasadena Art Center College of Design in 2007, Katy Wu has 
worked for Google, Laika, Pixar, CinderBiter, and Simon & 
Schuster. Grace Hopper was her first picture book. She has 
also worked on the feature film Coraline. She lives in New York 
City. Follow her online at katycwwu.tumblr.com.

 Hedy Lamarr’s Double Life
Hollywood Legend and Brilliant Inventor
by Laurie Wallmark, illustrated by Katy Wu

“Revelatory to young audiences in more ways than one.” —Kirkus

To her adoring public, Hedy Lamarr was a glamorous movie star. 
But in private, she was something more: a brilliant inventor. Now 
Laurie Wallmark and Katy Wu, who collaborated on Sterling’s 
critically acclaimed picture-book biography Grace Hopper: Queen 
of Computer Code, tell the inspiring story of how, during World War 
Two, Lamarr developed a groundbreaking communications system 
that still remains essential to the security of today’s technology.

PEOPLE WHO SHAPED OUR WORLD

Key Selling Points
•  Fascinating but little-known subject. There are no 

other picture books on this topic for kids

•  Award-winning author who is extremely passionate 
about spreading the word about women in science

•  Perfect for teachers and librarians interested in STEM-
themed books for young readers 

•  Lots of interest in Hedy recently, thanks to a recent 
documentary and an o� -o� -Broadway show that 
will be on tour

•  Gal Gadot is expected to star in a Showtime series 
about the actress 

Marketing & Publicity Campaign
•  Cover reveal on Betsy Bird’s School Library Journal blog 

•  Featured title at ABA Winter Institute, ALA 
Midwinter Conference, and at select Librarian 
Book Buzz Preview events 

•  National print and online publicity campaign 

•  Targeted mailing to librarians 
and booksellers 

•  Discussion guide available for 
teachers, librarians and booksellers 

• Trade and consumer advertising 

•  Author to appear at TLA 2019 
(Texas Library Association) in 
Austin, TX and NCTE 2018 (National 
Council of Teachers of English) in 
Houston, TX 

•  Author events to coincide with 
author’s travel schedule

“Revelatory to young audiences in more ways than one.” —Kirkus
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ISBN 9781454931362  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket  •  48 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
Ages: 5 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30  •  Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books  •  July 2019

Michelle Lord is the author of A Song for Cambodia and Little 
Sap and Monsieur Rodin, as well as numerous science books.  
She first heard Maria’s story on NPR and knew she had to 
share it with children. Michelle lives in New Braunfels, TX, 

with her family.

Shehzil Malik is a designer and illustrator who is a Fulbright 
scholar with an MFA in Visual Communication Design from 
the Rochester Institute of Technology. She is also part of the 
International Development Innovation Network (IDIN). Shezil 
has taught at Beaconhouse National University, worked as art 
director at Ogilvy & Mather, been part of the Arcade Creative 
Group at Sony Music in New York City, and served as the art 
director of a socially conscious startup, Uth Oye!, in Lahore

Gloria’s Voice
ISBN 9781454926665 
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
TERRITORY: W

A  Girl Called Genghis Khan
The Story of Maria Toorpakai Wazir
by Michelle Lord, illustrated by Shehzil Malik

This compelling, timely, and empowering picture book introduces 
children to Maria Toorpakai Wazir, a Pakistani girl who braved threats 
from the Taliban in order to play the sport she loved.

Meet Maria Toorpakai Wazir, a brave Pakistani girl who pursued 
her love of sports in spite of being taunted and beaten. When 
the President of Pakistan gave Maria an award for outstanding 
achievement, the Taliban threatened her squash club, family, 
and life. Forced to quit the team, she continued to practice in her 
bedroom every day for three years! Maria’s story will inspire and 
empower all children . . . especially girls.

Grace Hopper
ISBN 9781454920007 
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
TERRITORY: W

A Song for 
Gwendolyn Brooks
ISBN 9781454930884 
$16.95  ($19.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  
8 1⁄2 × 10 7⁄8
TERRITORY: W

A GIRL CALLED 
GENGHIS KHAN

The Story of 
Maria Toorpakai Wazir

by Michelle Lord
illustrated by Shehzil Malik

Key Selling Points
• A story few people know—inspiring and empowering

•  A perfect addition to our “People Who Shaped Our 
World” biography series 

•  Imparts lessons of persistence, fortitude, bravery

•  The subject, Maria Toorpakai Wazir, 
lives in Toronto

Marketing & Publicity Campaign
•  Featured title at ABA Winter Institute, ALA 

Midwinter Conference, and at select Librarian 
Book Buzz Preview events 

•  National print and online publicity campaign 

• Major social media campaign 

•  Trade and consumer advertising 

•  Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE PEOPLE WHO SHAPED OUR WORLD SERIES

Midwinter Conference, and at select Librarian 

 National print and online publicity campaign 

 Targeted mailing to librarians and booksellers

Praise for Grace Hopper:

«" Wallmark’s tone is admiring, even awestruck, 
describing Hopper’s skill, inventiveness, and 
strength of character in straightforward, 
accessible language . . . Wu’s strong, bright 
digital illustrations perfectly complement the 
text . . . Amazing Grace indeed.” 
—Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)

“An inviting picture-book biography.” —Booklist
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ISBN 9788854413320   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Hardcover
42 pages (all in color)
7 5⁄8 × 9 1⁄4
Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids   
March 2019

 Leonardo da Vinci
Why could Leonardo da Vinci paint the human form so 
accurately, in all its beauty? How was he educated and trained 
as an artist? What inspired his most famous work, including 
The Last Supper and the Mona Lisa? And what fun machine 
did he invent? Find out about this unique artist and the many 
areas, from architecture to flight, he drew on and influenced.

ISBN 9788854413603   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Hardcover
42 pages (all in color)
7 5⁄8 × 9 1⁄4
Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids   
March 2019

ISBN 9788854413375   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Hardcover
42 pages (all in color)
7 5⁄8 × 9 1⁄4
Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids   
March 2019

 Albert Einstein
Join Albert Einstein on his journey of scientific discovery and 
see how the Nobel Prize winner forever changed how we 
think about energy, gravity, and the world around us. Kids will 
learn about Einstein's training, his struggle to find a teaching 
job, and how he developed his theory of relativity. The book 
also looks at his personal life, including his family, emigration 
to America, and love of music.

 Frida Kahlo
Mexican artist Frida Kahlo created vibrantly hued paintings...
and led an equally colorful life. Known for her self-portraits, 
she became a feminist icon whose work now sells for millions. 
This lively biography looks at Frida's childhood; her devotion 
to Mexican culture and politics; the bus accident that le¬  her 
in chronic pain but also sparked her career; and her marriage 
to Diego Rivera.

MEET THE GENIUSES!
With engaging fi rst-person narration, this new series of biographies tells the stories of great 

historical fi gures in science, art, exploration, music, and other fi elds. 
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ISBN 9788854413368   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Hardcover
42 pages (all in color)
7 5⁄8 × 9 1⁄4
Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids   
March 2019

 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
A child genius who wrote his first piece at the age of five, 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart created countless compositions 
until his untimely death at 35 years old. This engaging 
biography explores his amazing career, from his musical 
beginnings under his father's tutelage; through his time as a 
court composer and concertmaster; to his final work to honor 
the coronation of Leopold II as King of Bohemia.

 Stephen Hawking
Known for both his bestselling books and his work on black 
holes, physicist Stephen Hawking beat the odds and lived with 
ALS for longer than doctors ever expected. This engrossing 
biography shows why Hawking is an inspiring example of 
someone who pursued his dreams in spite of his disability. 
Follow his path to fame as he formulates his groundbreaking 
theory, expands our ideas about the universe, and becomes 
an admired "rock-star scientist."

ISBN 9788854413627   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Hardcover
42 pages (all in color)
7 5⁄8 × 9 1⁄4
Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids   
March 2019

ISBN 9788854413610   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Hardcover
42 pages (all in color)
7 5⁄8 × 9 1⁄4
Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids   
March 2019

 Marie Curie
At a time when women weren't welcome in the world of 
science, Marie Curie made her mark on history. She was the 
first woman to become a professor of physics in the Sorbonne 
and even won Nobel Prizes in two di� erent scientific fields. 
This fascinating biography explains how Curie and her 
husband discovered both polonium and radium, and why 
their pioneering research on radioactivity was so important.

Key Selling Points
•  Outlines each subject's life and main achievements, told to the reader in an engaging first-person account 

•  A timeline and simple questions at the end of the book help children further understand and test their knowledge

•  Appealing illustrations, information on each person's work and successes, and an index of major events reveal how 
these geniuses le¬  their mark on humanity 
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Malcolm Cro� is a former music journalist and popular-culture commissioning 
editor. Over the past 15 years he has spent time with many of the world’s most 
exciting bands, from 5SOS to McFly, and many others.

Key Selling Points
•  In spring 2019, Mendes will embark on a big tour of the 

US and Canada: some of the dates include Brooklyn, 
Newark, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington 
DC, Tampa, Orlando, Miami, Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, 
Des Moines, St. Louis, Denver, Salt Lake City, Nashville, 
Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, Tulsa, Portland, Oakland, 
San Diego, Los Angeles, Montreal, Vancouver, Winnipeg, 
and Edmonton

•  This edition will include eight extra pages

•  His third album, Shawn Mendes, was released in May 
2018 and debuted at number one on the US Billboard 
200. With its success, Mendes achieved his third 
number-one album in America

•  His music videos have amassed 1.5 billion views on 
YouTube and he has a global social media presence 
with 33.9 million followers on Instagram, 19.3 million on 
Twitter, 17 million Vevo subscribers, and 7.2 million likes 
on Facebook

NEW EDITION 

ISBN 9781787392069  •  $11.95  •  Hardcover  •  72 pages  
(100 color & b/w photos)  •  8 1⁄2 × 11  •  Ages: 10 and UP 
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Books  •  March 2019

Shawn Mendes
Ultimate Fan Book
by Malcolm Cro�

The ultimate illustrated hardcover dedicated to the singer 
who’s causing a worldwide fan frenzy—now expanded to 
include latest news on his life and career!

With every album, excitement over Shawn Mendes’s 

work keeps growing—and it’s sure to explode 

even more during his 2019 tour across the US. 

This richly illustrated book, now with eight extra 

pages, enthusiastically delves into the heartthrob’s 

background: his discovery on Vine, use of social 

media to connect with his millions of fans, tours, 

chart-topping albums and EP, and friendship with 

such high-profile musical mentors as Taylor Swi¬.
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ISBN 9781783124121  •  $14.95  •  Hardcover  
64 pages (250 color & b/w photos) 
10 5⁄16 × 9  •  Ages: 7 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30  
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids 
April 2019

Discovering Titanic
Searching for the Stories Behind the Shipwreck
by Ben Hubbard

Using objects recovered from the Titanic’s shipwreck, this book tells the tale of 
the doomed ship’s discovery, the disaster that sank her, and the human stories 
behind the tragedy.

Through stunning photography, archival images, and modern reconstructions, 
Discovering Titanic takes children on an unforgettable journey through the doomed 
ship’s remains. Eye-catching infographics provide accessible statistics and an 
analysis of the sinking, while personal artifacts recovered from the wreck provide 
an intimate, human view of the tragedy. Every page brings the story back to life, 
from the ship’s construction to the night she foundered.

Key Selling Points

•  Titanic has endlessly enduring appeal. Even today, fresh evidence promises to 
cast new light on the disaster and the stories of those who did not survive

•  By focusing on Ballard’s discovery of Titanic and the expeditions that followed, 
Discovering Titanic provides a fresh viewpoint on a familiar tale

•  Modern high-resolution images of the wreck juxtaposed against archival 
photos from the time allow the story of Titanic’s fated maiden journey to be 
told alongside those of expeditions to the site 

•  Key objects on every spread, including letters and clothes, create a narrative 
device that captures the personalities of ship’s passengers

Ben Hubbard is a nonfiction author with more than 40 books to his name, including Carlton’s The 
Museum of Science and Sharks.

NEW IN PAPERBACK

ISBN 9781783124503  •  $14.95  •  Paperback  
64 pages (200 color & b/w photos & illus.)   
11 1⁄8 × 9 5⁄8  •  Ages: 8 and UP 
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids
April 2019

The Story of the Second World War for Children
by Peter Chrisp

Published in association with Imperial War Museums, The Story of the Second 
World War for Children sensitively teaches kids about history’s deadliest conflict.

Packed with photographs, maps, and detailed cross-sections of famous tanks, 
aircra¬, submarines, and warships, this fascinating exploration of the Second 
World War outlines key battles and shows how the conflict a�ected people across 
the world—not just the soldiers fighting on land, at sea, and in the air, but also the 
children evacuated to the countryside, bombed-out city dwellers, and civilians 
working in munitions factories.

Key Selling Points

• Published in association with Imperial War Museums

•  A superb homework help resource, this book will replace hours of unguided 
internet research

•  Each key stage in the war is explained clearly, with dynamic photographs and 
easily understood terminology

•  Maps and cross-section artworks of the insides of famous tanks, aircra¬, 
submarines, and aircra¬ carriers add extra detail

Peter Chrisp is a renowned author of children’s books on history. He has published more than 60 books.
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NEW IN PAPERBACK

ISBN 9781783123964  •  $14.95  Paperback  
80 pages (160 color & b/w photos & illus.) 
9 × 10 5⁄16  •  Ages: 8 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 25 
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids 
May 2019

The World of Vikings
Discover the Age of Fearless Warriors and Epic Legends
by Robert Macleod

Set sail on a voyage of discovery and learn all about the life and deeds of  
the Vikings.

For 300 years, the Vikings spread terror across Europe, and this enthralling volume 
brings the notorious Norsemen to axe-wielding life. Through awe-inspiring CGI 
scenes, intricate illustrations, maps, and a timeline, The World of Vikings animates 
everything from seafaring and sagas, to raiding and religion, to feasting and fun. It’s 
sure to stir the imagination of every would-be warrior.

Key Selling Points

• New-in-paperback edition of Vikingworld

•  A perennial favorite for kids, the theme of Vikings is o¬en chosen by teachers 
for class projects. Its appeal to a young audience is on the rise due to the 
huge success of movies such as How to Train Your Dragon, which features a 
young Viking boy

•  Stands out against the competition for its gallery-like approach.  
Lavish CGI artworks recreate atmospheric Viking longboat exploration  
and settlement scenes

Robert Macleod lives on the remote Scottish coastline and has a passionate interest in the Viking age. 
His inspiration comes from an old journal belonging to his grandfather Tom Macleod, which documents 
the discovery of long-forgotten Viking relics. Robert has traced these treasures to a Viking burial site, 
now fully excavated to reveal fragments of a boat and the remains of a once-great Viking noble.

ISBN 9788854414631  •  $16.95  ($22.95 CAN)  
Hardcover  •  96 pages (all in color)  8 1⁄4 × 11  
Ages: 8 and UP  •  Territory: US/Can 
White Star Kids  •  April 2019

City Atlas
Text by Federica Magrin, illustrations by Giulia Lombardo

Take an unforgettable trip to the world’s most spectacular cities through this 
richly illustrated atlas! 

Visit the world's most spectacular cities through this richly illustrated atlas! Did 
you know that you could board a real aircra¬ carrier in New York or solve a mystery 
at London’s Sherlock Holmes Museum? On these detailed, information-packed 
pages, two travel-savvy siblings reveal all about the places they've been. You'll 
see monuments and museums, learn fun trivia, and discover cool things to do in  
every metropolis.

Key Selling Points

•  Two child characters—siblings Eric and Iris—make appealing guides to every 
location, providing an all-access pass to the cities they’ve visited around the 
world, their impressions, tips for activities, and intriguing information on the 
customs and traditions of the various countries and some unknown legends 
about each place 

•  For each city, there's a map showing where it's located, the flag of its country, 
information on what language the inhabitants speak, and whether it's 
considered small, medium-sized, big, or a megalopolis

Federica Magrin has worked in publishing for more than 10 years, first as editor of Edizioni De Agostini 
and now as a freelancer. She mainly works in children's books, but also writes educational texts and 
stories and translates novels.
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ISBN 9781454934042  •  $9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Paperback  •  48 pages (all in color) 
8 1⁄2 x 11  •  Ages: 8 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 50   
Territory: US/Can  •  Sterling Children’s Books   
January 2019

Where’s the Unicorn Now?
A Magical Search-and-Find Book
by Sophie Schrey, illustrated by Paul Moran

The seven unicorns of Rainbow Valley are back—and on a big adventure! Can you 
find them in every scene?

The unicorns of Rainbow Valley are on an around-the-world tour! Best of all, they still 
enjoy playing hide-and-seek. Kids can join in by finding all seven of these magical 
creatures in every scene, from the bright lights of Broadway to Rio's carnival. Fans  
of the first Where's the Unicorn? will love this follow-up, too. All the answers are in 
the back, along with "Spotter's Checklists."

Key Selling Points

• Unicorns tap into a very hot trend right now

•  Follow up to Where's the Unicorn?, which sold almost 11,000 copies

•  The UK edition of the first Where's the Unicorn? sold more than  
300,000 copies 

•  A fun activity for kids and adults alike—everyone will enjoy  
spotting the hidden unicorns

Paul Moran is a UK-based illustrator who has many years of experience in producing artwork for books, 
magazines, and toys, using both digital and traditional techniques.

ISBN 9781454934035  •  $9.95  ($13.50 CAN)  
Paperback  •  48 pages (all in color) 
8 1⁄2 × 11  •  Ages: 8 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 50  
Territory: US/Can  •  Sterling Children’s Books  
January 2019

Where’s the Sloth?
A Super Sloth Search-and-Find Book
by Andy Rowland

Where, oh where, have all the sloths gone? Out of the rainforest and into the 
world! Can you find these adorable creatures on every lively, action-packed page? 

Pack your passport, come along with Suzi sloth and her friends, and see if you 
can spot these ten intrepid animals on their globetrotting tour from Delhi’s streets 
to Sydney’s shores. It’s loads of fun. The answers appear in the back, along with 
checklists of other things to find.

Key Selling Points

• Sloths are very popular right now

•  The first book in the series, Where’s the Unicorn?, sold almost 11,000 copies in 
the US, and more than 300,000 copies of the UK version 

•  A fun activity for kids and adults alike—everyone will enjoy spotting the 
hidden sloths on every page

Andy Rowland lives in the UK and has more than 20 published books to his name.

Also Available

Where’s the Unicorn?
ISBN 9781454931669
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)
Paperback  •   8 1⁄2 × 11
Territory: US/Can/Philippines
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Oana Befort earned a Master's Degree in Graphic Design and Visual 
Communication from the National University of Arts in Bucharest, 
Romania. She has worked with Anthropologie and Urban Outfitters, 
provided illustrations for the Michael O'Mara title RHS Colouring Diary, and 
is now a freelance graphic artist and illustrator. Oana is a wife and mother 
of two children and is based in the Midwest.

Ciara Ni Dhuinn is originally from Ireland but now lives and works as an 
illustrator in Chicago. She illustrates for books and TV. Find her on Twitter 
@ciarasworld.

Harry and Zanna Goldhawk are a husband-and-wife illustrating team 
working from Penzance, Cornwall. They split their time between illustrating 
books and designing products for their business, Papio Press.

The  Magical Unicorn Society 
Offi cial Coloring Book
by Oana Befort, Ciara Ni Dhuinn, Harry and 
Zanna Goldhawk

Calling all unicorn enthusiasts: it’s time to get creative 
and color your favorite mythical creatures, thanks to this 
o½  cial coloring book from the Magical Unicorn Society!

Bring unicorns to life, with color and sparkle! The 

esteemed Magical Unicorn Society records all there 

is to know about these beautiful creatures, and has 

shared some of its favorite facts and images in this 

stunning collection. Breathtaking black-and-white 

drawings capture seven unicorn families in their 

various habitats, from flowery woodlands to snowy 

glaciers. Readers will love letting their imagination 

and creativity soar!

Key Selling Points
•  Coloring book based on The Magical Unicorn 

Society O�  cial Handbook, which was published in 
September 2018 in the UK by Feiwel & Friends. To 
find out more about the Magical Unicorn Society, go 
to magicalunicornsociety.co.uk/home, where visitors 
can learn about unicorns and become members of the 
eighth unicorn family

• Breathtaking black-and-white line artwork

•  Beautiful production values and bronze foil 
cover finish

ISBN 9781454934530  •  $9.95  •  Paperback  •  64 pages (all in 2-color) 
7 1⁄2 × 9 1⁄2  •  Ages: 7 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 58  •  Territory: US/Philippines   
Sterling Children’s Books  •  February 2019
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ISBN 9781912537778  •  $12.95  ($17.50 CAN)   
Paperback Concealed Spiral  •  128 pages  
(all in color)  •  8 7⁄8 × 10 9⁄16  •  Ages: 5 and UP  
Territory: US/Can  •  Scribblers  •  May 2019

50 Fun Craft Projects to Make and Do
by Carolyn Scrace & Mark Bergin

Craº-loving kids will have a blast creating these 50 easy, quick, and fun projects!

From a tiger mask to a dinosaur model, from a toy soldier to a jet plane, these creative 
cra¬s are all made from everyday materials like clay, paper, and pebbles. Detailed 
step-by-step instructions, along with colorful illustrations and photographs, 
introduce basic techniques to help children develop their artistic skills.

Key Selling Points

• Features clear and helpful instructions

• Contains detailed and colorful images 

• Includes a glossary and index

Carolyn Scrace is an illustrator and writer who studied at Brighton College of Art in England. She works 
in advertising, animation, and publishing, specializing in children’s picture books and art guides.

Mark Bergin studied at Eastbourne College of Art in England and is the bestselling author of many art 
guides for children and adults.

ISBN 9781783122110  •  $14.95  •  Paperback 
Concealed Spiral  •  80 pages (full-color book 
+ 2pp stickers + stencil sheet)  
9 7⁄16 × 11 13⁄16   •  Ages: 6 and UP   
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids 
March 2019

The Unicorn Creativity Book
by Emily Stead

Everyone loves unicorns—and children will love this book with more than  
150 stickers!

Packed with gorgeous illustrations, puzzles, games, and fun things to do, The 
Unicorn Creativity Book will inspire every child who loves these fabled creatures. 
They can figure out their unicorn name and draw a self-portrait; decorate a magical 
scene of unicorns at twilight; and use the themed pullout paper for colorful projects. 
More than 150 stickers, plus a stencil sheet, make this a must-have!

Key Selling Points

•  Unicorn-themed art paper can be pulled out and used at home for projects 
such as a personalized door hanger

•  Includes over 150 stickers, stencils, activities, games, and more, providing  
real value for the money 

• High production values mean this book stands out against the competition

Emily Stead is an author who has written hundreds of children’s titles, from bestselling character 
annuals to story and activity books—including several coloring and activity books for top UK  
soccer clubs.
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Joey Davey started playing Minecraº  as a kid. His Minecraº ing 
skills, combined with his design training, have produced some 
stunning creations.

Jonathan Green is an author of speculative fiction, with more than 65 
books to his name. He has written for IPs ranging from Doctor Who to 
Sonic the Hedgehog, and Robin of Sherwood to LEGO.

Juliet Stanley is a former teacher and educational publishing 
specialist. She is a keen Minecraº er able to break down complex 
builds into easy-to-understand steps.

ISBN 9781783124190  •  $11.95  Paperback  •  72 pages (all in color)
8 1⁄2 × 10 5⁄8  •  Ages: 9 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 50  •  Territory: US Only
Carlton Kids  •  February 2019

Minecraº  Master Builder Toolkit
ISBN 9781783122905  •  $11.95
Paperback  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 5⁄8
Territory: US Only

Minecraº  Master Builder World Tour
ISBN 9781783123360  •  $11.95
Paperback  •  8 1⁄2 × 10 5⁄8
Territory: US Only

 Minecraft Master Builder 
Time Machine
A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Masterpieces Inspired by 
Buildings and Inventions Through Time!
by Joey Davey, Jonathan Green, Juliet Stanley

Travel through history and create your own amazing 
Minecraº  masterpieces inspired by the most remarkable 
real-life buildings and inventions of all time!

Construct your own time machine along with 

astonishing Minecra¬  creations inspired by real-

life buildings and inventions! This incredible step-

by-step guide tells you how as it o� ers 15 expertly 

designed Minecra¬  projects that push the limits of the 

imagination. Explore a pyramid, Roman temple, steam 

train, futuristic space station, and more! Fans will 

love the fascinating Minecra¬  facts and trivia; game-

playing tips; and profiles of amazing constructions.

Key Selling Points
•  Played by more than 150 million registered users, 

Minecra¬  is arguably the world’s greatest and most 
influential online game

•  Simple-to-follow instructions for 15 constructions that 
have been specially created by expert Minecra¬ ers for 
this book

•  Each build is rated a Quick, Intermediate, or Master 
Build; a list of materials is provided for each project, 
plus guidance on how long each build will take 

•  A big-budget live-action Minecra¬  movie is expected 
in the summer of 2019 from Warner Bros Studios

Also Available
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Kevin Pettman is a sports writer and editor of children's magazines 
and annuals, including Match of the Day and Match. He is also a regular 
contributor to Top Gear's annuals and children's titles.

ISBN 9781787392137  •  $9.95  •  Paperback  •  64 pages (all in color) 
8 1⁄2 x 10 5⁄8  •  Ages: 11 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 32  •  Territory: US Only  
Carlton Kids  •  February 2019

Fortnite Battle Royale  
Ultimate Winner’s Guide
Essential Tips to Be the Last One Standing!
by Kevin Pettman

The essential guide to the biggest game of 2018, 
combining crucial combat tips, survival advice, building 
instructions, and Battle Royale secrets. Don’t save the 
world without it!

Fortnite is the free online game that combines the 

endless landscapes and construction of Minecra¬ 

with the fast-paced action of an online shooter 

as players try to survive in a world where zombies 

attack. Here is the essential guide to the blockbuster 

game, combining combat tips, survival advice, 

building instructions, and Battle Royale secrets—

in both game modes. It includes everything from 

play basics and tactics, to chapters on creating 

the deadliest traps and structures, advice from top 

players, and tips on cooperative play.

Key Selling Points
•  Fortnite is the gaming phenomenon of 2018 and has 

reached over 125 million players across all platforms

•  The book is suitable for complete beginners, but full  
of advanced info too

•  With a host of celeb players like Drake, Stranger 
Things' Finn Wolfhard, and Chance The Rapper, 
Fortnite's bold, cartoon style has huge  
mainstream appeal

•  There are two ways to play Fortnite: The four-player 
cooperative Save the World mode and the no-holds-
barred free-for-all Fortnite: Battle Royale mode. Both 
games have become insanely popular, with Fortnite 
recently topping Minecra¬'s popularity on YouTube 

•  Available on PC, Xbox One and PlayStation 4.  
A mobile iOS version was launched in April, with  
an Android version to follow soon
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 Maze Quest History
Travel Through Time!
by Anna Brett, illustrated by Tom Woolley

Join George and his little dog Milly as they embark on an incredible time-travel 
adventure though 48 mesmerizing mazes! Kids can help George find the correct 
route home by spotting various types of transportation in each maze that will lead 
them to the next one. Along the way, they’ll experience the age of the dinosaurs, 
ancient Egypt, pirates in the Caribbean, the first moon landing, and more.

Key Selling Points

• New format of Maze Hop Time Traveller, with the same content

•  Stunning, illustrated map-like mazes mean readers can trace the route while 
taking in the sights of each location, stimulating the imagination and powers 
of concentration

•  High-quality maze books are on trend. This concept takes the trend further 
with extra factual content

•  Facts about 48 key inventions, events, or civilizations help readers learn while 
having fun

Anna Brett has worked in children’s publishing for more than eight years. She’s written and edited a 
huge variety of books, ranging from curriculum-based reference works to popular culture and books 
with digital extras, pop-ups, and stickers.

ISBN 9781783124138  •  $9.95  •  Paperback  
128 pages (all in color)  •  9 3⁄8 × 5 7⁄8 
Ages: 7 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30 
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids
February 2019

ISBN 9781783124145  •  $9.95  •  Paperback  
128 pages (all in color)  •  9 3⁄8 × 5 7⁄8 
Ages: 7 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 30 
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids
February 2019

 Maze Quest Geography
Travel the Globe!
by Anna Brett, illustrated by Tom Woolley

Kids need just a pencil—and passport—to travel the world with George and his dog 
Milly! Every one of the 48 mazes features a di� erent country, along with landmarks 
and fun facts. To move from one location to the next, readers must spot a form of 
transportation at the end of each maze . . . and find exactly the same type elsewhere 
in the book.

Key Selling Points

• New format of Maze Hop Around the World, with the same content

•  Stunning, illustrated map-like mazes mean readers can trace the route while 
taking in the sights of each country, stimulating the imagination and powers 
of concentration

•  High-quality maze books are on trend. This concept takes the trend further 
with extra factual content 

•  Facts about 48 countries including Australia, Brazil, Greece, and Egypt, help 
readers learn while having fun

These are the maze books to top all maze books—
and a fun path to learning history and geography!
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ISBN 9781787391635  •  $14.95  •  Paperback  
96 pages (100 color & b/w illus.)   
11 1⁄8 × 9 5⁄8  •  Ages: 8 and UP 
Carton Qty: 32  •  Territory: US Only 
Carlton Kids  •  May 2019

Amazing Optical Illusions
by Gianni A. Sarcone & Marie-Jo Waeber

Slip into another dimension and experience the brain-twisting extremes of  
optical illusions! 

Are your eyes and brain ready for a challenge? Then hold on tight because these 
picture puzzles will blow your mind! Through a clever use of color, angles, and 
ambiguity these images trick your perception and confound your sense of reality. 
Watch as ladybugs seem to walk in circles on the page and a nest of vipers uncoils. 
The book explains the science behind the visual e�ects, letting you know what 
you’re seeing and why you see it.

Key Selling Points

•  Optical illusions have always delighted children, o�ering opportunities  
to involve their family and friends in trying out these endlessly  
fascinating puzzles

•  Presents the mind-boggling world of optical illusions in a totally fresh way. It 
brushes o� the dust, using an edgy visual style that children will love 

• For all fans of the impossible, the quirky, and the downright silly!

Gianni A. Sarcone and Marie-Jo Waeber are cofounders of Archimedes’ Laboratory, an Italian-based 
training and consulting network of game designers that specializes in developing creativity. They 
invent, create, and develop interactive thinking games and optical illusions.

ISBN 9781783124480  •  $14.95  •  Paperback    
192 pages (all in color)  •  6 5⁄8 × 6 7⁄16     
Ages: 8 and UP  •  Territory: US Only 
Carlton Kids  •  March 2019

Ultimate Eye Twisters
A Mesmerizing Mass of Optical Illusions
by Archimedes Laboratory™

Enter a fascinating world where the impossible becomes real, and art and 
science combine. 

This visual feast for children is filled with paradoxes: double images; artfully 
camouflaged animals; shape and line puzzles that confuse our perception; patterns 
that look as if they’re moving; and psychedelic twisters. Simple explanations reveal 
the science behind the trick, so kids can understand why every design works the 
way it does.

Key Selling Points

•  Illusions are presented in a totally fresh way, with clear contemporary design 
and simple explanations

•  Many new twists and variations on classic illusion types make this book  
truly unique 

•  The impossibilities of optical illusion puzzles have always delighted children, 
and they’ll also love the opportunity to try out these mind-bending and 
fascinating puzzles on their friends and family
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ISBN 9781783124343  •  $14.95   
Hardcover-Padded  •  32 pages (all in color)   
10 1⁄4 × 9  •  Ages: 6 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 24  
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids  
February 2019

How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World
by Emily Stead

Fly your favorite DreamWorks dragons oµ the page and into your world— 
thanks to Augmented Reality!

Put your dragon-riding skills to the test with the only AR character guidebook to one 
of the most eagerly anticipated animated movies of 2019: DreamWorks Animation's 
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World. In single-user mode, it lets you bring 
five flying dragons to life—Toothless, Stormfly, Hookfang, Barf & Belch, and Meatlug! 
Switch to life-size mode and watch the dragons grow to real size!

Key Selling Points

•  Box-o¹ce expectations are high for How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden 
World, which will be released worldwide in February and March, 2019

•  How to Train Your Dragon 2 (2014) was the number 1 animated film of 2014, 
with $600 million global box-o¹ce receipts

•  The TV series DreamWorks Dragons: Race to the Edge, which debuted in 2015, 
is broadcast globally, with six seasons available on Netflix. The final season 
was released in February 2018

• Core age range for fans is boys and girls aged 6-11

Emily Stead has written hundreds of children's titles, from bestselling character annuals to story and 
activity books, including several coloring and activity books for top UK soccer clubs.

ISBN 9781783124527  •  $9.95 
Paperback  •  64 pages (all in color) 
8 1⁄2 × 11  •  Ages: 8 and UP  
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Books
March 2019

eSports Superstars
Get the Lowdown on the World of Pro Gaming
by Kevin Pettman

Become an expert in the world's fastest-growing sport: egaming!

Discover the world’s fastest-growing sport and the new global phenomenon: 
online competitive gaming! Packed with all the incredible records, facts, and stats 
the next generation of fans is waiting for, this must-have guide explains how the 
tournaments work, covers the top teams and players, and gives the lowdown on the 
huge prizes. It’s guaranteed to inspire eSports superstars of the future!

Key Selling Points

•  The global eSports audience is reported to be 385 million  
people—and growing!

•  There are top teams from South Korea, America, and Europe

•  ESL (Electronic Sports League) organizes competitions worldwide and 
broadcasts on Twitch, the leading eSports streaming service, so this is  
truly a global sport 

•  Games played include League of Legends, FIFA, and Minecra¬—all suitable  
for under-18 players

Kevin Pettman is a sports writer and editor of children’s magazines and annuals, including Match of the 
Day and Match. He is also a regular contributor to Top Gear’s annuals and children’s titles.

How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World  
© 2019 DreamWorks Animation LLC. 

 All Rights Reserved.
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ISBN 9781912537570   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Paperback   
64 pages (all in color)   
8 5⁄8 × 11 1⁄8   
Ages: 9 and UP   
Carton Qty: 60   
Territory: US/Can   
Book House   
March 2019

ISBN 9781912537587   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Paperback   
64 pages (all in color)   
8 5⁄8 × 11 1⁄8   
Ages: 9 and UP   
Carton Qty: 60   
Territory: US/Can   
Book House   
March 2019

ISBN 9781912537594   
$9.95  ($13.50 CAN)   
Paperback   
64 pages (all in color)   
8 5⁄8 × 11 1⁄8   
Ages: 9 and UP   
Carton Qty: 60   
Territory: US/Can   
Book House   
March 2019

Manga Monsters & Pets
by Max Marlborough, illustrated by David Antram

From a loyal, energetic Kazuki Dog (best captured in action) to 
Akuma—a demon who haunts dreams and decides your fate—
these incredible manga figures are fun to draw! Just follow the 
richly illustrated instructions to form the bodies, heads, facial 
features, and clothing, including such details as a bushy tail, 
elongated fingers and claws, a bent spine, and a cape.

Manga Heroes & Villains
by Max Marlborough, illustrated by David Antram

Sorcerers, warriors, and robots: meet the heroes and villains 
of manga, and learn how to draw a stunning array of these 
compelling characters. A¬ er laying out the techniques for 
everything from getting correct body proportions to achieving 
the right tones and inking, you can put pen to page and bring 
to life magical Dragon Girl, brave and reckless Hiro, and 
many more!

Max Marlborough is an author, illustrator, and designer of art guides for 
readers of all ages.

David Antram studied at Eastbourne College of Art and is the bestselling 
illustrator of many books, mainly for children and young adults.

 Manga Girls & Boys
by Max Marlborough, illustrated by David Antram

From a Neko girl with catlike ears and a tail to a skateboarder 
poised to perform tricks, this cool guide explains how to 
capture proportionally accurate, personality-filled characters. 
Budding artists will get the knowledge and inspiration they 
need to master simple techniques for inking, drawing basic 
poses, working in various styles, creating creases and folds, 
and more.

Welcome this new series of step-by-step guides to creating a spectacular variety 
of characters in the hugely popular manga style. Every volume has easy-to-follow 
instructions and striking, detailed illustrations that will introduce beginners to key 
concepts and demonstrate how to create stunning images.
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BLANK COMIC BOOK
Draw Your Own!

Cartoon Faces
ISBN 9781936096749
8 1⁄2 × 11

Christopher Hart is a bestselling author who has taught millions of 
people to draw with his clear and friendly step-by-step approach to art 
instruction. With more than seven million copies of his books in print, he 
is the world’s leading author of art instruction books. His titles frequently 
appear on the Bookscan Top 50 Art list. They also have a huge international 
audience, having been translated into more than 20 languages. In his more 
than 50 titles, Hart oµ ers artists accessible, generously illustrated, and 
clearly written step-by-step instruction on a wide variety of how-to-draw 
subjects, including manga, figure drawing, cartooning, comics, fashion, 
and animals. He lives in Westport, CT.

ISBN 9781640210332  •  $7.95  ($10.95 CAN)  •  Paperback
104 pages (b/w illus. throughout)  •  8 1⁄2 × 11  •  Carton Qty: 40 
Territory: WENG  •  Drawing with Christopher Hart  •  March 2019

 Blank Comic Book
Draw Your Own!
by Christopher Hart

Tell your own story in comic-book form with this blank 
journal—already formatted with panels! With an intro from 
art instruction superstar Christopher Hart.  

Aspiring comic-book illustrators can begin their 

artistic journey with this specially produced journal, 

which features an introduction from art instruction 

superstar Christopher Hart. Every page o� ers blank, 

black-framed panels formatted in the comic-book 

style, and separate sections throughout allow artists 

to create several di� erent stories. Those with more 

experience will enjoy fleshing out their narrative and 

visual ideas, while beginners can experiment with the 

format. The possibilities are endless!

Key Selling Points
•  Chris is an established authority on how-to-draw 

comic books, with several titles in this genre—and he 
has written a special introduction for this book

•  This journal can be used to draw comic books, comic 
strips, manga, and graphic novels, o� ering wide 
appeal to graphic artists of all skill levels

•  Blank comic books are a huge online sensation—and 
this one is enhanced by Chris Hart’s fame!appeal to 
graphic artists of all skill levels

Cartooning
ISBN 9781933027425
 8 7⁄16 × 11

The Master Guide 
to Drawing Anime: 
Amazing Girls
ISBN 9781942021841
9 × 10

The Master Guide to Drawing 
Anime: Tips & Tricks
ISBN 9781640210233
$19.95  ($26.95 CAN)
9 × 10

The Master Guide to 
Drawing Anime
ISBN 9781936096862
9 × 10

ALL TITLES ARE: $19.95  ($22.95 CAN)  •  Paperback with Flaps  •  Territory: WengALSO AVAILABLE
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Some people draw with hands, fingers and toes.

Some people like to draw scenes.

Fifi Kuo is originally from Taiwan where she earned a BA in Landscape 
Architecture Design. She completed an MA in illustration at the Cambridge 
School of Art, and has won several awards, including the Macmillan Prize 
and iJungle illustration award.

ISBN 9781910716960  •  $17.95  ($24.50 CAN)  •  Hardcover  •  32 pages 
(all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 11  •  Ages: 4 and UP  •  Territory: US/Can
Boxer Books  •  June 2019

 Everyone Can Draw
by Fifi Kuo

This unique book celebrates the artist within each and 
every child!

Some people enjoy drawing characters, while other 

people prefer to draw scenes. Some love color, others 

choose black and white. Award-winning illustrator Fifi 

Kuo explores the many ways all children can create 

art, whether they use scissors, a needle and thread, 

or their fingers and toes. The important thing is to find 

out what you love best . . . and just draw, draw, draw! 

Key Selling Points
•  An utterly original and inspirational book from 

Macmillan Prize winner and iJungle Illustration awards 
winner Fifi Kuo 

• Features diverse characters

Some people like to draw characters.
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ISBN 9781454929857  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN)  
Paperback  •  96 pages (all in 2-color) 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4  •  Ages: 5 to 12  •  Carton Qty: 123  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books   
May 2019

The  Universe’s Greatest School Jokes and 
Rip-Roaring Riddles
by Artie Bennett

School days = fun days with these hilarious jokes, riddles, and knock-knocks!

Artie: Do ghosts attend school?

Leah: Sure. Haven’t you heard of school spirit?

Put the comedy back into the classroom with this sidesplitting collection of 
schoolroom humor. With more than 600 jokes, it covers everything from library 
time and recess (What do mice like to play during recess? Hide-and-go-squeak!) to 
spelling bees and tests (What type of exam features famous fathers from history? 
A pop quiz).

Key Selling Points

• Jokes are gender neutral; fun for both boys and girls

• Fits in spinner rack

• Includes a variety of jokes (puns, knock-knocks, one-liners, and many more!)

• Assorts nicely with other Sterling joke books

Artie Bennett is the author of The Butt Book (Bloomsbury), which won the Reuben Award; Peter 
Panda Melts Down!; Belches, Burps, and Farts—Oh My!; and Poopendous! (all Blue Apple), as well as 
Sterling’s The Universe’s Greatest Dinosaur Jokes and Pre-Hysteric Puns and The Universe’s Greatest 
School Jokes and Rip-Roaring Riddles. The Hu  ̈ ngton Post has said, “It appears there is no topic Mr. 
Bennett can’t make funny and educational.” Artie and his wife, Leah, live in Brooklyn, NY. Learn more at 
ArtieBennett.com.

ISBN 9781454932154  •  $6.95  ($9.50 CAN) 
Paperback  •  96 pages (all in 2-color)  
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4  •  Ages: 5 to 12  •  Carton Qty: 123  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books   
May 2019

 Real Stinkers
600 Jokes to Make You Go Ewww!
by Kim T. Griswell

Packed with spew-inducing jokes, riddles, knock-knocks, and puns, Real Stinkers 
gives kids a yucky good time.

Which Spanish city has the worst food? Barf-a-lona.

Gross out friends, family, and even yourself! Real Stinkers is a funfest of foul laughs, 
gasps, and groans . . . all topped with a load of disgusting facts, vile vocabulary, 
and demented definitions.

From burps to farts, bugs to slugs, grime to slime, and goo to poo, this book 
has it all.  

Key Selling Points

• Jokes are gender neutral; fun for both boys and girls

• Gross-out jokes are a perennial, fun, nonseasonal topic for kids!

• Fits in spinner rack 

• Assorts nicely with other Sterling joke books

Kim T. Griswell has worked for Highlights for Children, The Mailbox Book Company, Boyds Mills 
Press, and Portable Press, and published short stories, articles, columns, blog posts, and books for 
educational publishers. Her picture books include Rufus Goes to School, Rufus Goes to Sea, and Rufus 
Blasts O� ! (all Sterling; the first two were Oregon Book Awards finalists). In addition, Kim has taught 
writing workshops, visited schools, and done readings of her work across the country. She and her 
husband live in Ashland, OR. Find out more about Kim at kimgriswell.com.
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SPORTS

ISBN 9781783124541  •  $14.95  •  Paperback  
128 pages (all in color)  •  8 1⁄2 × 11 1⁄4  
Ages: 8 and UP  •  Carton Qty: 20  
Territory: US Only  •  Carlton Kids   
March 2019

ISBN 9781783124497  •  $9.95  •  Paperback   
48 pages (all in color)  •  7 1⁄2 × 9 5⁄8   
Ages: 8 and UP  •  Territory: US Only 
Carlton Kids  •  April 2019

2019 FIFA Women’s World Cup France™  
Kids’ Handbook
by Emily Stead

This o½cial handbook to the 2019 FIFA Women’s World Cup in France is the perfect 
competition companion for younger soccer fans!

Welcome the perfect competition companion to the 2019 FIFA Women’s World Cup in 
France! Featuring ettie™, the tournament mascot, this o¹cial handbook is bursting 
with information about the host country, stadiums, top teams, and superstar 
players, as well as FIFA Women’s World Cup stats, games, quizzes, and puzzles. 
With a winning mix of facts, features, and action-packed photos, it’s sure to appeal 
to young soccer fans.

Key Selling Points

•  Endorsed by FIFA, making it the only o¹cial children’s companion  
to the tournament

•  Packed full of incredible FIFA Women’s World Cup facts and records, plus 
quickfire profiles of the top teams and players

•  A great book for reluctant readers, with bite-sized text and all-action photos 
and activities

•  Fill-in progress chart lets young fans record match results as the tournament 
progresses, making this book a great personalized souvenir of the 2019 FIFA 
Women’s World Cup!

•  Women’s soccer (adults and girls) is the fastest-growing sport in the world, 
with more than 40 million players participating worldwide—and the US 
women’s team is a top competitor that won the most recent World Cup in 2015

Emily Stead has written hundreds of children’s books, from bestselling character annuals to o½cial 
activity books for top UK soccer clubs Arsenal and Liverpool. Emily recently wrote Carlton’s 2018 FIFA 
World Cup Russia™ Activity and Coloring Book.

Soccer Record Breakers
by Clive Gi�ord

The ultimate reference for soccer fans, aged 8+—updated to include all the 
newest information!

This is the ultimate reference for young soccer fans! From the Copa América to 
France’s victory at the 2018 FIFA World Cup, this fully updated edition of Soccer 
Record Breakers captures every aspect of the game. With superb bite-size facts 
and stats on the most famous leagues, teams, and names in the sport, all illustrated 
by dynamic photos, it’s a must-have for soccer-crazy kids.

Key Selling Points

•  A di�erent take on the usual soccer reference resource, Soccer Record 
Breakers provides a wealth of records about every top tournament and 
league, including MLS, providing readers with everything they need to know 
about the game 

• A quick flick through its pages is as good as being on the field itself!

Clive Gi�ord is an award-winning author of over 150 books for children and adults. These include Eye 
Benders: The Science of Seeing and Believing, winner of the prestigious Royal Society Young People’s 
Book Prize in 2014.
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BY TAMI CHARLES
SERENA WILLIAMS

MAKING THE CASE FOR THE GREATEST OF ALL TIME

BY BOB GURNETT
LEBRON JAMES

MAKING THE CASE FOR THE GREATEST OF ALL TIME

ISBN 9781454932017  •  $8.95  ($11.95 CAN)  
Paperback  •  128 pages (all in color)   
5 1⁄2 × 7 1⁄2  •  Ages: 10 and UP  
Territory: W  •  Sterling Children’s Books  
May 2019

ISBN 9781454930983  •  $8.95  ($11.95 CAN)  
Paperback  •  128 pages (all in color)  
5 1⁄2 × 7/1⁄2  •  Ages: 10 and UP  
Carton Qty: 60  •  Territory: W  
Sterling Children’s Books  •  May 2019

G.O.A.T. - Serena Williams 
Making the Case for the Greatest of All Time
by Tami Charles

Serena Williams is the most decorated female tennis player of all time. She’s been 
ranked #1 by the Women’s Tennis Association countless times since 2002, and no 
one holds more Grand Slam titles—not just as a single’s player, but also, with her 
sister Venus, in women’s doubles. Find out all about this powerhouse player and her 
dozens of amazing victories and decide for yourself: is Serena the G.O.A.T. of tennis? 

Tami Charles is a former teacher and full-time author of picture books, middle-grade and young-adult 
novels, and nonfiction. Her books include the middle-grade novel Like Vanessa (Charlesbridge, 2018) 
and the picture book Freedom Soup (Candlewick Press, 2019). Find out more about Tami at tamiwrites.
com and follow her @TamiWritesStuµ.

G.O.A.T. - LeBron James 
Making the Case for Greatest of All Time
by Bob Gurnett

G.O.A.T. stands for Greatest Of All Time—and if you asked five basketball lovers 
who that is, you might get five di�erent answers. But this fun book, written just for 
young fans, makes the case for current NBA superstar LeBron James. It backs up 
that choice with plenty of statistics, engaging quotes, and entertaining sidebars. It 
will spark lively discussions among sports-crazy kids. 

Key Selling Points

• Perfect title for reluctant readers

•  Full-color throughout, with stats, photos, sidebars, and more 

•  The series is based on the persuasive essay format, so it is perfect for the 
educational market 

Bob Gurnett is a writer and comedian. He has been featured in the Crom, Beast Village, and Hudson 
Valley comedy festivals. His first book was published by Chronicle Books in 2018. Bob lives in Brooklyn, 
NY. Follow him @bobisntfunny.

WHO ARE THE GREATEST PLAYERS OF ALL TIME?  
Find out, in these stunning books filled to the brim with color photographs and interesting information. 

  

G.O.A.T. stands for Greatest Of All Time—and it takes lifelong dedication, nonstop hard work, and undeniable  
talent to be considered for the honor. These fun books, made for young fans, pick a winner in several sports and 

defend the G.O.A.T. claim with statistics, sidebars, and details about the athlete’s journey. (You can be sure) They’ll  
spark lively discussions among sports-crazed kids.  
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ISBN 9781454931607   
$7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Paperback   
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 7 to 11   
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: W   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

Picture Maze Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Conceptis Puzzles

Double your fun with these 73 special picture puzzles! First, kids can 
enjoy the challenge of completing a maze. When they’re finished  
solving the puzzle, they can color in the correct path and see a cool  
image hidden inside.

ISBN 9781454931584   
$8.95  ($11.95 CAN)   
Paperback   
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 8 to 12   
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: W   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

Hangman Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Jack Ketch

Trips—or rainy days and downtime—are even better with this cool collection 
of 93 entertaining hangman puzzles. Each one has the 26 letters of the 
alphabet: choose the letter you think is in the phrase, scratch it o�, and 
see if it’s used. Make sure to solve the puzzle before you run out of turns!

Dot-to-Dot Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Conceptis Puzzles

Kids will enjoy these 72 entertaining dot-to-dot puzzles and their cool 
images. Each puzzle has 100 to 120 dots, and while most are consecutive, 
a few feature a multi-line style for an extra challenge.

 Conceptis Ltd. is the leading number-logic and picture-logic puzzle supplier to magazine, 
newspaper, book, mobile, game console, and board game providers all over the world. 
On average, more than 20 million Conceptis puzzles are solved each day in newspapers, 
magazines, books, and online, as well as on smartphones and tablets around the world.

ISBN 9781454931560   
$7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Paperback  
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 7 to 11  
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: W   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

ISBN 9781454931546   
$7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Paperback   
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 8 to 12   
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: W   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

Crossword Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Trip Payne

Young wordsmiths will have fun working on these 40 age-appropriate 
crosswords, with kid-friendly themes and clues. They’re perfect 
for introducing children to the challenging and rewarding world of  
puzzle solving.

Trip Payne is a professional puzzle constructor and editor from Los Angeles, CA. He made 
his first puzzles when he was in elementary school, had his first puzzle in a national 
magazine when he was in high school, and worked for a major puzzle magazine when he 
was in college.  He has created kids’ puzzles for such places as Scholastic News, Games 
Junior, and TV Guide.

PUZZLES FOR A ROAD TRIP
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ISBN 9781454931645   
$7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Paperback   
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 7 to 11   
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: W   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

 Picturelink Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Nikoli

Link a shape to its match by drawing a line between the two. Then link 
another and another—but there’s a catch: none of the lines can cross. 
These 72 puzzles will entertain kids in a car, a bus, or anywhere!

Nikoli is the biggest name in puzzles in Japan, where it popularized sudoku before it became 
a worldwide craze.

ISBN 9781454931539   
$7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Paperback   
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 7 to 11   
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: WENG   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

ISBN 9781454931621   
$7.95  ($10.95 CAN)   
Paperback   
96 pages 
5 3⁄8 × 8 1⁄4   
Ages: 8 and UP   
Carton Qty: 123   
Territory: W   
Puzzlewright Junior   
May 2019

 Sudoku Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Frank Longo

These 77 puzzles will introduce kids to the challenging and rewarding fun 
of sudoku. With its fresh look, this new Puzzlewright Junior book is sure to 
be popular with any child.

Frank Longo is a puzzle creator with more than 3,000 crossword puzzles and nearly 100 
published books of sudoku and other puzzles. He lives in Hoboken, NJ.

 Word Search Puzzles for a Road Trip
by Eric Berlin

Children love to do word searches—and these 58 rewarding puzzles 
help develop their language and reading skills too! As a bonus, each 
puzzle contains a hidden message that’s revealed a¬ er every word 
is found.

These expertly crafted puzzles from Puzzlewright Junior 
will provide hours of fun for kids on the go.
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24 HOURS IN NOWHERE
ISBN 9781454929246  •  $14.95 (($19.95 US)  •  HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 8 TO 12

«“ Reminiscent of Louis Sachar’s Holes with its quirky characters and unique desert setting, 
this is a middle-grade read that will easily transport readers somewhere special.” 
—School Library Journal (Starred review)

«“ A blend of taut suspense and laugh-out-loud humor . . . proves a winning combination . . . 
With playful elements reminiscent of Richard Peck, this slightly larger-than-life adventure 
o� ers plentiful surprises and a lovable antihero.” —Publishers Weekly (Starred review)

«“ In this funny, moving novel, four teens explore an abandoned gold mine in order to placate their town's resident bully, 
making discoveries about the past—and themselves—along the way.” —Shelf Awareness (Starred review)

“Sure to resonate with any kid who’s felt misplaced in their inherited surroundings.” —Booklist 

“  . . . fast-paced and filled with adventure, excitement and humor. . . . This is a perfect pick for young readers who love a well-
developed story with twists and turns all the way to the very end.”  —Bookpage

ALLIE ALL ALONG
ISBN 9781454928584  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 4 TO 7

«“ What appears to be a simple story 
upon first glance actually o� ers 
uncomplicated yet practical remedies 
for helping a child deal with a strong 
emotion.” —Booklist (Starred review)

“  Allie All Along deserves a spot on the shelf 
with Where the Wild Things Are, When 
Sophie Gets Angry--Really, Really Angry. . . 
and My Mouth Is a Volcano.” 
—Shelf Awareness

COUCH FOR LLAMA
ISBN 9781454925118  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 4 AND UP

“ The sweet and silly premise comes to life through 
the illustrations. Small details express the family’s 
tenderness and frugality. The llama is endearing, 
and his curiosity and playfulness shine. . . . A fun 
blend of realistic and ridiculous that will appeal to a 
broad audience. —Kirkus

“ This fun read is guaranteed to put a spring in any 
reader’s step.” —Booklist  

DADDIES DO
ISBN 9781454921714  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 3 AND UP

“ A solid and sweet look at the traditional 
and expanding roles of a father.” —Kirkus

“ With a catchy rhyme and a repeated 
refrain, this title is a solid choice for 
Father’s Day or anytime sharing.” 
—School Library Journal

BUSINESS PIG
ISBN 9781454926849  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN) 
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 3 TO 7

“ Jasper the Business Pig makes the sale with 
silliness and charm.” —Kirkus

" The sly humor mixed with a happy ending will 
be enjoyed by those who love Marla Frazee's 
The Boss Baby. . . this story about a sweet, 
porky entrepreneur who brokers the deal 
of a lifetime could lend itself well to a silly 
storytime." —Booklist 

BAGEL IN LOVE
ISBN 9781454922391  •  $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  AGES 4 AND UP

“ Are you a fan of baking puns? Tap-
dancing bagels? Oodles of fun? Then 
this is the book for you!  Humorous, 
lighthearted fare with a heartening 
ending and chuckle-worthy jokes.” 
—Booklist 

“ A romance for carb (and pun!) lovers 
who dance to their own drummers and 
don't give up on their dreams.”—Kirkus

“ A romance for carb (and pun!) lovers 

Backlist  highlights   

DUSTI BOWLING
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SAM WU IS NOT AFRAID 
OF GHOSTS
ISBN 9781454932550  •  $12.95 ($17.50 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 7 TO 12

“ Reluctant readers and fans of the Wimpy 
Kid series and its ilk will appreciate the 
book’s dynamic type, graphics galore, 
cartoonish illustrations, and ironic 
footnotes. . . . will resonate with anyone 
who has ever felt di� erent." —Kirkus

“ It’s a nice bit of cultural reflection that 
isn’t seen o� en in literature for this age 
group; many readers will appreciate it. 
Fans of Alvin Ho and Hank Zipzer will 
laugh out loud at Sam’s zany capers.” 
—Kirkus

HAUNTED SERPENT
ISBN 9781454927853  •  $14.95 ($19.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 8 TO 12

“ Fans of Dan Poblocki, John Bellairs, and 
R.L. Stine will all be right at home and 
smiling at the shivers (and the jokes).” 
–Kirkus

“ A spooky, high-interest adventure. . . ”
—School Library Journal

“ . . . engaging and goosebump inducing.” 
—Booklist

NEVER TOO YOUNG
ISBN 9781454929178  •  $14.95 ($19.95 CAN)    
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 8 TO 12

“ Young readers are sure to find inspiration as 
they read about unique children from all over 
the world who were able to change the world 
around them and be encouraged to follow their 
dreams and fight for what is right.” —Booklist

“ By focusing on individuals from di� erent eras 
and geographies, Weintraub a¾  rms that there 
are myriad ways to live and to make an impact.” 
—Publishers Weekly

“ Will give some readers inspiration and ideas for 
ways that they can help their own communities
right now.” —Kirkus

SAM WU IS NOT AFRAID 

IF YOU'RE GOING TO MARCH
ISBN 9781454929932  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)    
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 5 AND UP

“ A bright, positive, and child-friendly description 
of how to participate in a protest and/or march.  
A befitting and timely addition that belongs in 
any collection, large or small. 
—School Library Journal

A SONG FOR 
GWENDOLYN BROOKS
ISBN 9781454930884  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 5 AND UP

“ A solid introduction to a brilliant writer.” 
—Kirkus

“ Debut illustrator Gordon o� ers so� ly 
outlined images in warm, earth-toned 
pinks and browns, evoking sunset on the 
brick buildings of Chicago and suggesting 
emotions with shadowy swells of color…. 
Duncan underlines the growth not only of 
Brooks’s talent, but of her belief in herself 
and her cra� , and her willingness to keep 
working…” —Publishers Weekly

WHAT'S ON YOUR PLATE?
ISBN 9781454926726  •  $16.95 ($22.95 CAN)  
HARDCOVER WITH JACKET  •  AGES 5 TO 9

“ A delectable way to highlight diversity.” 
—Booklist

“ Stewart takes readers on a celebratory tour of 
world cuisine… A final spread shows children 
sharing an array of global dishes, suggesting 
to readers that trying new foods can be just as 
much fun as sharing their own favorites.” 
—Publishers Weekly

Backlist  highlights   
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DISPLAYS

70.6”

18.9”

Flash Kids Permanent Empty Floor Display
To see all the products that fit into this spinner, including the 
Harcourt Family Learning books, please ask your sales rep for a 
copy of the Flash Kids brochure.

9781411463318

Option 1: 
Pre-Pack Assortment Display: 
Display comes in 3 cartons. 
Please contact your sales rep 
for the available pre-pack 
assortment.

Option 2:
Customized Display: 
40 copies of assorted 
Workbooks • 50 copies of 
assorted Flash Skills books. 
64 copies of assorted
Flash Cards

Footprint: 12.8” w x 11.8” d x 18.9” (base); It stands 70.6” h

Sterling  Fun & Games 
Floor Spinner
It’s FREE with an order of 300 assorted titles— 
40 pockets, 4-8 books per pocket  
Approx Retail $2,385.00  •  $2,685.00 Canada

Footprint: 15” x 15” (base); It stands 60” high

9781402791673

60”

FREE 
with an order 
of 300 units

 15”
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 Sit & Solve®Spinner Rack
Unit holds 120 titles. Choose any assortment of 
titles from the following series: Sit & Solve®, Sit 
& Solve® Commuter, Scratch & Solve™ series, 
Martial Arts Sudoku®.

Approx. Retail $719.00 [NCR]

Display has: 5 tiers, 4 pockets per tier, 
6 books per pocket

Footprint: 15” x 15” (base); It stands 64” high

9781402787379

64”

 15”

FREE 
with an order 
of 120 units

 9 1⁄2”

22”

Silver Penny 
40-Copy Counter Display
8 pockets holding 5 titles each
$198.00 ($220.00 Canada)

Footprint: 9 1⁄2” (base); 22” high 

9781454913344
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Ally-saurus & The Very Bossy Monster
9781454921233

• 2017 PAL Award Winner

The Case of the Stinky Stench 
9781454919605

• 2017 Goodreads Choice Awards nominee  
for Best Picture Book

Even Superheroes Have Bad Days
ISBN 9781454913948

• 2018 Blue Spruce Award Nominee

Grace Hopper: Queen of Computer Code
ISBN 9781454920007

•  Gold Honor - Spring 2017 Parent's Choice Award
• Junior Library Guild Fall 2017 Selection
•   Scripps National Spelling Bee's 2018-2019 Great Words,  

Great Works list selection
• SCBWI's Crystal Kite Award final round of voting nominee 

Howard Wallace, P.I.
9781454919490

Winner

• Silver Honor - Spring 2017 Parents Choice Award

Nominated

•  2017 Silver Birch Award for Fiction (Canada)
•   2017 John Spray Mystery Award from the Canadian  

Children's Book Centre
•  2017 Crystal Kite Award from the Society of Children's  

Book Writers and Illustrators
•  2017/2018 Red Cedar Fiction Award from the B.C.'s  

Young Reader's Choice Awards

I am NOT a Dinosaur! 
9781454914914

• 2017-2018 Beehive Book Award Informational Nominee

Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus
9781454923459

•  Junior Library Guild Fall 2017 Selection
• Dorothy Canfield Fisher 2018-2019 master list selection
• Autumn 2017 Indie Next Pick
• 2018 Reading the West Award Winner
• Library of Congress's 52 Great Reads List 2018
• 2017 Cybils Award Finalist
• Youth One Book, One Denver 2018
• Maine Student Book Award Reading List 2018-2019
• Keystone to Reading Secondary Book Award finalist 2018-2019
• Bank Street Best Children's Books of the Year 2018
• Chicago Public Library "Best of the Best" 2017
• Evanston Public Library Best of 2017
• Austin Public Library Best Tween Fiction 2017
• Multnomah County Library Best Books of 2017
• Southwest Books of the Year "Best of the Best" 2017
• The Children's Book Review Best Kids Books of 2017 for  

Tweens and Preteens
• A Mighty Girl's 2017 Books of the Year
• The News & Observer Best Books of 2017 for Young Readers
• 2017 Nerdy Book Club Awards Middle Grade Fiction
• Booksource Top 40 Classroom Library Titles of 2017
• Changing Hands Bookstores Best of 2017
• Bookstagram Best Windows and Mirrors Chapter Book 2017
• Flyleaf Books Favorite Middle Grade Books of 2017
• BooksBetween Podcast Best of 2017
• Imagination Soup's Best Children's Chapter Books of 2017
• MGBookShelf Best of 2017

Mary Had a Little Glam
9781454913931

• 2016 Best in Rhyme Award Top 10
• 2017 Finalist for the Oklahoma Book Award
• 2018 Redbud Read-Aloud Masterlist Book

Normal Norman
9781454913214

• 2017-2018 Beehive Book Award Picture Book Nominee

Norton & Alpha
9781454924999

• Spring 2017 Parents' Choice Recommended Award

Thousand Star Hotel
9781454918301

• Spring 2017 Parents' Choice Recommended Award

What's On Your Plate?
9781454926726

• 2018 Purple Dragonfly Book Award Winner -  
1st place in the Food Related category 
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AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR RESIDENCES

STATE CITY NAME POSITION TITLE ISBN

AR Fayetteville Kristin L. Gray AUTHOR Koala Is Not a Bear 9781454927457

AZ Carefree Dusti Bowling AUTHOR Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus 9781454932994

CA Chatsworth David Lewman AUTHOR Drew and the Camp Color War,  

Drew Travels to Ancient Egypt

9781454931072 

9781454931096

CA Los Angeles Rachel McAlister ILLUSTRATOR Koala Is Not a Bear 9781454927457

CA Pasadena Chris Robertson ILLUSTRATOR Where Do Pants Go? 9781454932291

CA San Leandro Lorraine Rocha ILLUSTRATOR When Grandma Gives You a Lemon Tree 9781454923817

CA Sherman Oaks Trip Payne AUTHOR Crossword Puzzles for a Road Trip 9781454931546

CT Simsbury Joyce Lapin AUTHOR If You Had Your Birthday Party on the Moon 9781454929703

CT Su¾eld Jamie L. B. Deenihan AUTHOR When Grandma Gives You a Lemon Tree 9781454923817

CT Westport Christopher Hart AUTHOR Blank Comic Book 9781640210332

IL Chicago Ciara Ni Dhuinn COAUTHOR Magical Unicorn Society O¾cial Coloring Book 9781454934530

IL Vernon Hills Lori Degman AUTHOR Just Read! 9781454925729

LA New Orleans Whitney Stewart AUTHOR What Do You Celebrate? 9781454932130

MA Boston Victoria Tentler-Krylov ILLUSTRATOR Just Read! 9781454925729

MA Lynnfield Cathy Ballou Mealey AUTHOR When a Tree Grows 9781454921202

ME Westbrook Mike Gorman ILLUSTRATOR I Was an Outer-Space Chicken (Alien Math Book 1),  

Planet of the Penguins (Alien Math Book 2)

9781454929215 

9781454929222

MN White Bear Lake David LaRochelle AUTHOR I Was an Outer-Space Chicken (Alien Math Book 1),  

Planet of the Penguins (Alien Math Book 2)

9781454929215 

9781454929222

NH Amherst Maryann Cocca-LeÀer AUTHOR Growing Season 9781454927044

NH New Boston Marty Kelley AUTHOR Almost Everybody Farts 9781454934301

NJ Colonia Tami Charles AUTHOR Serena Williams - G.O.A.T. 9781454932017

NJ Hoboken Frank Longo AUTHOR Sudoku Puzzles for a Road Trip 9781454931621

NJ Ringoes Laurie Wallmark AUTHOR Hedy Lamarr's Double Life 9781454926917

NJ Rumson Annie Silvestro AUTHOR Butterflies on the First Day of School 9781454921196

NY Brooklyn Artie Bennett AUTHOR Universe's Greatest School Jokes and  

Rip-Roaring Riddles

9781454929857

NY Brooklyn Bob Gurnett AUTHOR LeBron James - G.O.A.T. 9781454930983

NY Brooklyn Matt Weiss AUTHOR Clownfish Aren't So Funny 9781454923800

NY Brooklyn Valeri Gorbachev AUTHOR Big Little Hippo 9781454931317

NY Dutchess County Karen Kaufman Orlo� AUTHOR Some Days 9781454926207

NY New York Katy Wu ILLUSTRATOR Hedy Lamarr's Double Life 9781454926917

OH Cincinnati Mary Kay Carson AUTHOR Do Sharks Glow in the Dark?,  

Do Tigers Stay Up Late?

9781454929925 

9781454929918

OH New Albany Mike Flaherty AUTHOR This Is NOT a Dragon Party 9781454922339

OK Edmond Tammi Sauer AUTHOR Little Chicken 9781454929000

OR Ashland Kim T. Griswell AUTHOR Real Stinkers 9781454932154

OR Noti Robin Koontz AUTHOR Bug 9781454923565

TX New Braunfels Michelle Lord AUTHOR Girl Called Genghis Khan 9781454931362

VA Norfolk Susan Wood AUTHOR Holy Squawkamole! 9781454922537

WA Duvall B.B. Ullman AUTHOR Bad Order 9781454931065

WA Lynden Rebecca Van Slyke AUTHOR Where Do Pants Go? 9781454932291

Washington, DC Joy Jones AUTHOR Find Your Voice 9781454931812

WI Germantown Deborah Hembrook AUTHOR There's Only One You 9781454922926

WI Madison Kathryn Heling AUTHOR There's Only One You 9781454922926
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The Hidden World, 84

I
I Was an Outer-Space Chicken  

(Alien Math Book 1),  9 
If You Had Your Birthday Party  

on the Moon,  28
Insignificant Events  

in the Life of a Cactus,  4

J
Just Like Daddy,  21
Just Like Mommy,  21
Just Read!,  12

K
King Who Banned the Dark, The,  33
Knight Sticker Activity Book,  46
Koala Is Not a Bear,  32

L
Leonardo da Vinci,  70
Life-Sized Bugs,  55
Little Bird,  39
Little Chicken, A,  22
Little Rabbit’s Easter,  35
Lost Star, The,  30

M
Magical Unicorn Society  

O¾cial Coloring Book, The,  78
Manga Girls & Boys,  85
Manga Heroes & Villains,  85
Manga Monsters & Pets,  85
Marie Curie,  71
Maze Quest Geography,  82
Maze Quest History,  82
Mega Machine Record Breakers,  66
Minecra� Master Builder  

Time Machine,  80

P
Picture Maze Puzzles for a Road Trip,  94
Picturelink Puzzles for a Road Trip,  95
Planet of the Penguins  

(Alien Math Book 2),  9
Plinka Plinka Ting Ting,  24
Predators,  56
Princess Fairy Tales,  42
Princess Sticker Book,  44

R
Real Stinkers,  89

S
Sam Wu Is Not Afraid of Sharks,  3
Secrets of the American Museum  

of Natural History,  64
Sharks,  55
Shawn Mendes,  72
Silver Penny 40-copy Counter  

Display,  99
Sit & Solve®Spinner Rack,  99
Sloth Slept On,  36
Soccer Record Breakers,  91
Some Days,  13
Space Record Breakers,  66
Stephen Hawking,  71
Sterling Fun & Games Floor Spinner,  98
Story of the Second World War  

for Children, The,  74
Sudoku Puzzles for a Road Trip,  95

T
There’s Only One You,  31
This Is NOT a Dragon Party,  15
Tooth Monsters,  16

U
Ultimate Cars,  66
Ultimate Eye Twisters,  83
Unicorn Creativity Book, The,  79
Universe’s Greatest School Jokes and  

Rip-Roaring Riddles, The,  89

V
Viking Myths (Volume Two),  48

W
What Do You Celebrate?,  18
What Is a Rainbow?,  59
When a Tree Grows,  27
When Grandma Gives You  

a Lemon Tree,  17
Where Do Pants Go?,  37
Where Does the Sun Go?,  59
Where’s the Sloth?,  77
Where’s the Unicorn Now?,  77
Why Do Things Fall Down?,  58
Why Do We Poop?,  58
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,  71
Word Search Puzzles for a Road Trip,  95
World of Bees, The,  60
World of Butterflies, The,  60
World of Vikings, The,  75
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